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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Video streaming has recently grown dramatically in popularity over the Internet, Cable TV, and wireless networks. Currently, the main applications include Live Webcasting, Web Conferencing, Video-on-Demand (VOD), Distance Learning, Employee Training, Collaborations, Product Announcements, and Automated Video Surveillance (AVS). YouTube, a social video streaming website, is currently ranked as the third most popular Internet website according to Alexa daily traffic ranking [1]. Video surveillance systems have also witnessed a huge growth, with governments spending millions of dollars on installing these systems. For example, the number of installed surveillance cameras in England and Wales increased from 100 in 1990 to 40,000 in 2002 [2], and now the number is estimated to be about 2 million, leading to one camera per 32 persons in UK [3]. Similarly, Chicago city authorities spent at least $60 millions on video surveillance systems [4]. Furthermore, the revenue of video surveillance in China is expected to reach $9.5 billion by 2014 [5].

1.2 Overview

Because of the highly demanding nature of video streaming applications, maximizing resource utilization in any video streaming system is essential for enhancing the scalability and lowering the cost. These resources may include server bandwidth, network bandwidth, energy, and processing resources. In video streaming systems, the consumption of various resources is interdependent. For example, increasing the transmission data rate of a station increases both its power and network bandwidth consumption. As a result, any proposed solution to maximize the utilization of a single resource should take into consideration all other resources in the system.

In this research, we concentrate our work on two video streaming systems: VOD and AVS.
VOD system, shown in Figure 1.1, a central video server system streams prerecorded videos to clients upon their requests. The server maintains a waiting queue for every video and routes incoming requests to their corresponding queues. In such a system, resource sharing and request scheduling are key players in the utilization of the server bandwidth. Besides, enhancing the client perceived quality-of-service (QoS) in these systems is an other important objective.

![Figure 1.1: Simplified VOD Streaming Environment](image)

In the AVS system under study, depicted in Figure 1.2, a set of wireless video sources stream live videos to a central video processing proxy over a shared wireless medium. The wireless medium can be WLAN, cellular, or WiMAX network. The wireless stations can be battery-powered or outlet-powered. The central processing proxy is connected with a high bandwidth link to the access point (AP), which means that this connection is not generally the bottleneck in the system. In this system, maximizing the network bandwidth utilization poses a serious challenge that needs to be addressed.

The main objectives of this research can be summarized as follows:

- To increase the utilization of resources in VOD systems by encouraging customers to wait for service by providing them with accurate expected waiting time for service.

- To propose a new class of scheduling policies that consider not only the current state but also the future state of the VOD system. Current scheduling decisions have a strong effect on future
scheduling and stream delivery decisions in the system. What we seek is a scheduling policy that predicts the future state of the system and takes the prediction results into consideration in the current scheduling decision to achieve maximum system bandwidth utilization.

- To solve the problem of dynamic bandwidth allocation in AVS systems in order to maximize the utilization of network bandwidth. The dynamic bandwidth allocation solution should consider all the characteristics of a typical AVS system.

1.3 Proposed Work on VOD Systems

Unfortunately, the distribution of streaming media by a video streaming system faces a significant scalability challenge due to the high server and network requirements. Hence, numerous techniques have been proposed to deal with this challenge, especially in the areas of media delivery (also called resource sharing) and request scheduling. Scalable video delivery can be achieved using stream merging [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and periodic broadcasting [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. These techniques offer scalable
performance when compared with unicast delivery.

Stream merging techniques reduce the cost by aggregating clients into larger groups that share the same multicast streams. These techniques include Stream-Tapping/Patching [6, 18, 19], Transition Patching [7, 20], and Earliest Reachable Merge Target (ERMT) [8, 21]. The client makes up to one merge with Patching, up to two merges with Transition Patching, and multiple merges with ERMT. Thus, these techniques offer three levels of performance (in terms of the achieved resource sharing and thus the number of customers that can be serviced concurrently) which come at three levels of implementation complexity, with higher performance achievable at higher implementation complexity. For these techniques, request scheduling is an important aspect. A scheduling policy is used to select the requests for service. A cost-based scheduling policy, called Minimum Cost First [22], has recently been proposed to capture the significant variation in stream lengths caused by stream merging techniques through selecting the requests requiring the least cost.

While stream merging delivers data in a client-pull fashion, periodic broadcasting techniques deliver data in a server-push fashion by dividing each video into multiple segments and broadcasting each segment periodically on dedicated server channels. Thus, they can be used only for the most popular videos and require the clients to wait until the next broadcast time of the first segment. This part of the proposed research considers the stream merging approach.

Most prior studies focused on only three main performance metrics: server throughput, average waiting time, and unfairness against unpopular videos. Motivated by the rapidly growing interest in human-centered multimedia, we consider other user-oriented metrics, such as the ability to inform users about how long they need to wait for service. Today, even for short videos with medium quality, users of online video websites may experience significant delays. The transition, in the near future, to streaming long videos (such as full-length movies) at high quality (such as HD) may lead to even larger delays. We plan to analyze two approaches for giving waiting-time feedback to users of scalable video streaming. The first approach provides users with hard time-of-service guarantees. By contrast, the second
approach provides expected times of service, or alternatively expected waiting times. Thus, this approach is referred to as the **predictive approach**. Providing users with waiting-time feedback enhances their perceived QoS and encourages them to wait, thereby increasing server utilization by increasing server throughput. In the absence of any waiting-time feedback, users are more likely to defect because of the uncertainty as to when they will start to receive services. The issue of providing time-of-service guarantees has not been analyzed in the context of scalable video delivery techniques.

The achieved resource sharing by stream merging depends greatly on how the waiting requests are scheduled for service. Despite the many proposed stream merging techniques and the numerous possible variations, there has been only a little work on the issue of scheduling in the context of these scalable techniques. The choice of a scheduling policy can be as important as or even more important than the choice of a stream merging technique, especially when the server is loaded. Motivated by the development of cost-based scheduling, we plan to investigate its effectiveness in great detail and discuss opportunities for further tunings and enhancements. In particular, we plan to answer the following two important questions. First, is it better to consider the stream cost only at the current scheduling time or consider the expected overall cost over a future period of time? Second, should the cost computation consider future stream extensions done by advanced stream merging techniques (such as ERMT) to satisfy the needs of new requests? These questions are important because the current scheduling decision can affect future scheduling decisions, especially when stream merging and cost-based scheduling are used. Additionally, we will analyze the effectiveness of incorporating video prediction results into the scheduling decisions. We also plan to study the interaction between scheduling policies and the stream merging techniques and explore new ways for enhancements.

The specific research objectives for this part can be summarized as follows.

- To study how to provide hard time-of-service guarantees in scalable video delivery techniques.
- To propose a waiting-time prediction approach, which provides users with expected waiting times
rather than hard time-of-service guarantees.

- To analyze the effectiveness of incorporating video prediction results into the scheduling decisions.
- To study the interaction between scheduling policies and the stream merging techniques.

1.4 Proposed Work on AVS Systems

Most research on AVS focused on developing robust computer vision algorithms for the detection, tracking, and classification of objects [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] and the detection and classification of unusual events [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Much less work, however, considered resource utilization in video surveillance systems. Enhanced resource utilization necessity arises because increasing the coverage through employing additional video sources leads to increasing the required bandwidth and thus the computational capability to process all these video streams. (The fact that increasing the bandwidth also increases the computational cost applies to most practical circumstances.) Even when a distributed processing architecture is used to increase scalability, the cost of such a system can still be a big concern as computer vision algorithms are computationally intense. Power consumption is another major problem, especially in battery-powered (wireless) video sources. Considering that video sensors consume orders of magnitude more resources than scalar sensors, reducing power consumption is essential even when the power is available [36].

Enhanced resource utilization in AVS systems can be achieved by controlling the sending rate of a video source according to the state of that video source. The state of the video source may include the network channel conditions, the video source power constrains, the potential threat level at the video source location, the placement of the video source, the source location importance, and the lighting conditions in the source environment. This controlling process can be achieved by dynamic network bandwidth management and allocation. With the introduction of 802.11e standard, the provision of
deferential bandwidth allocation is now possible among different traffic categories in the same station. Unfortunately, bandwidth management and providing differential bandwidth allocation among different stations within the same access category is not yet provided by the standard and needs further investigation.

As depicted in Figure 1.2, AVS systems usually have $S \geq 1$ video sources. Each video source $s$ streams a different encoded video stream of rate ($R_s$). These video streams are being sent to a central processing proxy that is linked to the AP. Each video source $s$ has a physical rate ($y_s$) and a weight factor ($w_s$). The weights can be assigned based on many factors, including the potential threat level, placement of video sources, and location importance. The wireless network in the system has limited available bandwidth that have to be estimated accurately and distributed efficiently among the video sources to achieve the best results in terms of some objective function.

In prior bandwidth management studies [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44], maximizing the overall perceived video quality or minimizing overall video distortion is the main objective. In some of these studies, the problem was formulated as an optimization problem using a rate-distortion function. This function characterizes the relationship between video bit rate and video distortion. In AVS systems, however, computer vision algorithms are utilized to produce automatic alerts when any event of interest, such as object detection, happens in the surveillance area. Consequently, it is more intuitive to consider maximizing the accuracy of the computer vision algorithm as the objective of the network bandwidth management. This can be done by formulating the bandwidth management problem as an optimization problem using a rate-accuracy function. This function characterizes the relationship between the video bit rate and the accuracy of the used computer vision algorithm.

Another motivation behind using a rate-accuracy function instead of a rate-distortion function is that computer vision algorithm accuracy is less sensitive to the reduction of the video bit rate when compared to video quality [45, 46, 47].

In this research, the main idea is to formulate the bandwidth allocation problem as a cross-layer
optimization problem of the sum of the weighted event detection accuracy (or alternatively the sum of the weighted detection error), subject to the constraint in the total available bandwidth.

The specific research objectives for this part can be summarized as follow.

- To build a cross-layer framework for managing the network bandwidth in AVS systems.
- To develop an online and dynamic approach for estimating the effective airtime of the network.
- To develop accurate models that characterize the relationship between video bit rate and the accuracy of a computer vision algorithm.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Main Performance Metrics of Video Streaming Systems

The main performance metrics of video streaming servers are user defection probability, average waiting time, and unfairness. The defection probability is the probability that a new user leaves the server without being serviced because of a waiting time exceeding the user’s tolerance. It is the most important metric, followed by the average waiting time, because it translates directly to the number of users that can be serviced concurrently and to server throughput. Unfairness measures the bias of a scheduling policy against unpopular videos and can be computed as the standard deviation of the defection probability among the videos:

\[
Unfairness = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (d_i - \bar{d})^2},
\]  

(2.1)

where \(d_i\) is the defection probability for video \(i\), \(\bar{d}\) is the mean defection probability across all videos, and \(n\) is the number of videos.

2.2 Scalable Delivery of Video Streams with Stream Merging

Stream merging techniques aggregate users into larger groups that share the same multicast streams. In this subsection, we discuss three main stream merging techniques: Patching [18, 6, 19], Transition Patching [7, 20], and ERMT [8, 21]. Each of these techniques requires two download channels at the client.

In Patching, a new request joins immediately the latest full-length multicast stream for the video and receives the missing portion as a patch using a unicast stream. A full-length multicast stream is called regular stream. Both the regular and patch streams are delivered at the video playback rate. The length
of a patch stream and thus its delivery cost are proportional to the temporal skew from the latest regular stream. The playback starts using the data received from the patch stream, whereas the data received from the regular stream is buffered locally for use upon the completion of the patch stream. Because patch streams are not sharable with later requests and their cost increases with the temporal skew from the latest regular stream, it is cost-effective to start a new regular stream when the patch stream length exceeds a certain value, called *regular window* ($W_r$). Figure 2.1 further explains the concept. Initially, one regular stream (first solid line) is delivered, followed by two patch streams (next two dashed lines) to service new requests. Note that the length of the patch stream is the temporal skew to the regular stream. Subsequently, another regular stream (second solid line) is initiated followed by two other patch streams.

Transition Patching allows some patch streams to be sharable by extending their lengths. Specifically, it introduces another multicast stream, called *transition stream*. The threshold to start a regular stream is $W_r$ as in Patching, and the threshold to start a transition stream is called *transition window* ($W_t$). Figure 2.2 further illustrates the concept. For example, the client at time 219 seconds starts listening to its own patch stream (second dotted line) and the closest preceding transition patch stream (second dashed line), and when its patch is completed, it starts listening to the closest preceding regular stream (first solid line).

ERMT is a near optimal hierarchical stream merging technique. Whereas a stream can merge at most once in Patching and at most twice in Transition Patching, ERMT allows streams to merge multiple
times, thereby leading to a dynamic merge tree. In particular, a new user or a newly merged group of
users snoops on the closest stream that it can merge with if no later arrivals preemptively catch them
[8]. To satisfy the needs of the new user, the target stream may be extended, and thus its own merging
target may change. Figure 2.3 illustrates the operation through a simple example. We can see that the
third stream length got extended after the fourth stream had merged with it. Extensions are shows as
dotted lines. ERMT performs better than other hierarchical stream merging alternatives and close to the
optimal solution, which assumes that all request arrival times are known in advance [8, 48, 49].

Patching, Transition Patching, and ERMT differ in complexity and performance. Both the imple-
mentation complexity and performance increase from Patching to Transition Patching to ERMT. Patch-
ing is the simplest to implement since it allows only one merge during the client’s service period and
allows only regular streams to be shared. Hence, it enables the client to know the streams it will listen
to in advance. Transition Patching also informs the client about all the streams to listen to in advance,
but it allows up to two merges per client. ERMT is the most complex because it allows any number
of merges that can help in maximizing resource sharing. The client needs to be continuously informed
about all previous streams for the same video, and the client (or the server) needs to perform frequent
calculations to decide on the next merge target when a merge occurs. Selecting the most appropriate
stream merging technique depends on a tradeoff between the required implementation complexity and
the achieved performance.

2.3 Request Scheduling of Waiting Video Requests

A scheduling policy selects an appropriate video for service whenever it has an available channel.
A channel is a set of resources (network bandwidth, disk I/O bandwidth, etc.) needed to deliver a
multimedia stream. All waiting requests for the selected video can be serviced using only one channel.
The number of channels is referred to as server capacity.

All scheduling policies are guided by one or more of the following primary objectives: (i) minimize
the overall customer defection (turn-away) probability, (ii) minimize the average request waiting time, 
and (iii) minimize unfairness. Let us now discuss the main scheduling policies.

- **First Come First Serve** (FCFS) [50] selects the video with the oldest waiting request.

- **Maximum Queue Length** (MQL) [50] maximizes the number of request that can be serviced at any 
time by selects the video with the largest number of waiting requests.

- **Maximum Factored Queue Length** (MFQL) [51] - This policy attempts to minimize the mean request 
waiting time by selecting the queue with the largest factored length. The factored length of a queue is 
defined as its length divided by the square root of the relative access frequency of its corresponding 
video. MFQL reduces the average waiting time optimally only if the server is fully loaded and 
customers always wait until they receive service (i.e., no defections).

- **Next Schedule Time First** (NSTF) [52] – This policy assigns schedule times to incoming requests, 
and it guarantees that they will be serviced no later than scheduled. In addition, it ensures that 
these schedule times are very close to the actual times of service. NSTF, therefore, improves both 
QoS and server throughput. Improving throughput is attained by enhancing the waiting tolerance 
of customers. In the absence of any time of service guarantees, customers are more likely to defect 
because of the uncertainty of when they will start to receive services. Another desirable feature of 
NSTF is the ability to prevent starvation (as FCFS).

- **Minimum Cost First** (MCF) [22] policy has been recently proposed to exploit the variations in stream 
lengths caused by stream merging techniques. It gives preference to the videos whose requests 
require the least cost in terms of the amount of video data (measured in bytes) to be delivered. The 
length of the stream (in time) is directly proportional to the cost of servicing that stream since the 
server allocates a channel for the entire time the stream is active. Please note the distinction between 
video lengths and required stream lengths. Due to stream merging, even the requests for the same 
video may require different stream lengths. **MCF-P** (P for “Per”), the preferred implementation of
MCF, selects the video with the least cost per request. The objective function here is

\[ F(i) = \frac{L_i \times R_i}{N_i}, \]  

(2.2)

where \( L_i \) is the required stream length for the requests in queue \( i \), \( R_i \) is the (average) data rate for the requested video, and \( N_i \) is the number of waiting requests for video \( i \). To reduce the bias against videos with higher data rates, \( R_i \) can be removed from the objective function (as done in this study).

MCF-P has two variants: Regular as Full (RAF) and Regular as Patch (RAP). RAP treats regular and transition streams as if they were patches, whereas RAF uses their normal costs. MCF-P performs significantly better than all other scheduling policies when stream merging techniques are used. In this study, we simply refer to MCF-P (RAP) as MCF-P unless the situation calls for specificity.

### 2.4 IEEE 802.11e Standard

The 802.11e standard enables the provision of different quality-of-service (QoS) levels among different access categories (AC) in the same station, thereby enhancing the support of multimedia applications. These access categories include Voice, Video, Best Effort, and Background. The IEEE 802.11e MAC layer provides two methods for managing the access to the wireless channel: Hybrid Coordination Function Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) and Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA).

In contrast with HCCA, EDCA provides reduced complexity and better flexibility by providing a distributed coordination function \cite{44,53}.

With EDCA, priorities are implemented using four EDCA parameters: Arbitration Inter Frame Space (AIFS), Minimum Contention Window (\( CW_{\text{min}} \)), Maximum Contention Window (\( CW_{\text{max}} \)), and Transmission Opportunity Time (TXOP). AIFS controls the waiting time before an AC starts the transmission when the medium is not busy. In case of a collision, the AC will back off for a random time between 0 and \( CW \), where \( CW \) is a variable that is initialized to \( CW_{\text{min}} \), is incremented after every
transmission failure until it reaches $C_{W_{max}}$, and is reset to $C_{W_{min}}$ after a successful transmission. The backoff timer is decremented every time the medium is sensed to be idle for at least $AIFS$ seconds. Finally, the TXOP limit controls the time period during which the AC keeps transmitting when it gains access to the medium.

### 2.5 Cross-Layer Optimization in Video Streaming Systems

Numerous studies have discussed cross-layer optimization in video streaming over wireless networks. Studies [37, 38, 39] (and references within) consider a system in which only one station streams a video at a time, whereas studies [40, 41, 42] (and references within) consider a system in which multiple stations receive video streams form a central video server, and studies [43, 44] consider systems in which multiple stations deliver video streams to a central station. The latter studies are more related to this work.

Study [43] optimizes video streaming over a 2G wireless network. The solution proposed in this study adapts the video streams by using video summarization techniques, such as frame skipping, which are not applicable to video surveillance because of the system’s sensitivity for losing video frames.

Study [44] formulates and solves an optimization problem that minimizes the sum of distortion in all video streams. That paper used the formulation in [54] to develop an analytical model for the effective airtime. The model, however, is incorrect as will be discussed in Subsection 2.6. In addition, that paper assumes $p$-persistent EDCA, which differs from the standard EDCA in the backoff timer selection process. Moreover, it ignored the packetization overhead of the transport and application layers when determining the optimal application rate and link layer parameters. In this study, we address the problems of that study, and we also improve its link-layer adaptation model, which was based on the formulation in [55, 53].
2.5.1 Automated Video Surveillance

Major prior work on surveillance systems can be summarized as follows.

- In [56], a prototype for an urban surveillance system is proposed. This prototype, called Detection of Events for Threat Evaluation and Recognition (DETER), targets the high-end of the security market and uses a dedicated network for high-quality streaming.

- Studies [30, 25] reduce the bandwidth requirements by proposing systems that send still images periodically from the video source to the user.

- Knight [57] is a wide-area surveillance system that detects, tracks, and classifies moving objects across multiple cameras. It transmits videos with fixed encoding parameters to a centralized server.

- SfniX [58] is a surveillance system that supports realtime monitoring and storage of all the video streams, performs video analysis, and answers semantic database queries. Like Knight [57], it transmits videos with fixed encoding parameters to a central server for processing.

- VSAM [23] uses multiple video sensors to provide continuous coverage of people and vehicles in a cluttered area. Basically, it facilitates the tracking of people and vehicles in such areas. VSAM sends one low quality video at a time and relies on dedicated workstations for the detection, tracking, and classification of events. Some of the technologies developed by the VSAM project have been commercialized by companies, such as ObjectVideo.

- Studies [45, 46, 47] generated rate-accuracy curves for face detection and face tracking algorithms. They simply limited the video rates of all video sources to one value, referred to as the “sweet point”.

In this study, we develop a comprehensive cross-layer optimization solution. We also develop an accurate rate-accuracy model using multiple datasets.
2.6 Effective Airtime Estimation

The effective airtime is the fraction of the network time that is used for delivering useful data. As will be discussed later, solving the optimization problem requires an accurate estimation of the effective airtime. In [53], the effective airtime for ad-hoc networks was simply determined as the total throughput divided by the physical rate, assuming that all stations in the network have the same physical rate. Study [44] developed an analytical model for the effective airtime for video streaming from multiple stations to a proxy, based on the formulation in [54]. These two studies involve significant simplifications, approximations, and assumptions. The developed airtime model was simply given in terms of only $C_{\text{min}}$ and the number of stations in the network. Furthermore, according to the model, the effective airtime increases with the number of nodes and yields a value close to 1 ($i.e., 100\%$) in networks with 30 stations or more. Such behavior is logically and empirically incorrect. As will be shown in Section 5.4, this model leads to significant dropping after the optimization and gives relatively high distortion.

Other studies [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64] sought to determine other related parameters, such as the saturation bandwidth and network capacity for ad-hoc networks. None of these studies is directly applicable to finding the effective airtime in our considered system.
CHAPTER 3

INCREASING SYSTEM BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION BY USING WAITING-TIME PREDICTION IN VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SYSTEMS

3.1 Introduction

In this part of the dissertation, we analyze waiting-time predictability in scalable video streaming services. In particular, we seek to assess through an extensive analysis whether the waiting times can be accurately predicted when stream merging techniques are employed. Moreover, we investigate the impacts of stream merging techniques, scheduling policies, and numerous workload and design parameters. Providing users with waiting-time feedback enhances their perceived quality-of-service (QoS) and encourages them to wait (given that the waiting times are not too long), thereby increasing server throughput. In the absence of any waiting-time feedback, users are more likely to defect because of the uncertainty as to when they will start to receive services. The proposed waiting-time prediction approach provides users with expected times of service, or alternatively expected waiting times.

To assess the effectiveness of the waiting-time prediction approach, we present and analyze two alternative prediction schemes. The first, called Assign Expected Stream Completion Time (AEC), is highly intelligent and adaptive to server workload by utilizing detailed information about the current state of the server and considering the specific dynamic nature of the applied scheduling policy. This information includes the current queue lengths, the completion times of running streams, and regularly-updated statistics, such as the average request arrival rate for each video. AEC uses the completion times of running streams to know when server channels will become available, and thus when waiting requests can be serviced. The main idea of AEC is to predict the future scheduling decisions over a certain period, called prediction window. As the prediction window increases, the percentage of users receiving expected times increases, but at the expense of increasing the implementation complexity and more importantly reducing the prediction accuracy. The prediction accuracy is an essential QoS metric that
also contributes to establishing the users’ trust and confidence in the provided expected times, and thus should not be significantly reduced to provide an expected time to each user. We utilize feedback control theory to tune the value of the prediction window to allow a pre-specified tolerance in the accuracy. The inability of AEC to provide an expected time to each user is addressed by the second scheme, called *Hybrid Prediction*. This scheme employs two predictors.

We also compare the effectiveness of the waiting-time prediction approach with another approach that provides users with time-of-service guarantees. The issue of providing time-of-service guarantees has not been analyzed in the context of scalable video delivery techniques. A policy, called *Next Schedule Time First* (NSTF) [65], was proposed for Batching. This policy provides users with schedule times and guarantees that they will be serviced no later than scheduled. We show that NSTF can be extended to stream merging but has two inherent shortcomings. First, it performs significantly worse in throughput and average waiting time than the recently proposed MCF policy, which utilizes aggressive cost-based scheduling but cannot provide time-of-service guarantees. Second, NSTF cannot work with hierarchical stream merging techniques (such as *Earliest Reachable Merge Target* (ERMT) [8, 21]), which achieve the most scalable performance, because they may extend streams to satisfy the needs of new requests. We refer to the extended version of NSTF as *Generalized NSTF* (GNSTF) throughout this chapter.

The proposed waiting-time prediction approach eliminates the shortcomings of NSTF by providing expected waiting times of service (or approximate times of service) rather than hard time-of-service guarantees. This approach can be applied with MCF and hierarchical stream merging to ensure the highest performance.

The results show that the waiting-time prediction approach is highly accurate and leads to outstanding performance benefits.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses how to provide time-of-service guarantees in scalable video streaming, and Section 3.3 presents the proposed prediction schemes. Subsequently, Section 3.4 discusses the performance evaluation methodology and Section 3.5 presents and
3.2 Providing Time-of-Service Guarantees

For Batching, a scheduling policy, called Next Schedule Time First (NSTF), was proposed in [65] to provide time-of-service guarantees. In this study, we extend NSTF to work with stream merging techniques and analyze its effectiveness in this environment.

Let us start by discussing how (NSTF) works. NSTF assigns schedule times to incoming requests and guarantees that they will be serviced no later than scheduled. In addition, it ensures that these schedule times are very close to the actual times of service. Note that the completion times of running streams (i.e., currently being serviced streams) represent when channels will become available and thus when new requests can be serviced. When a new request calls for the playback of a video with no waiting requests, NSTF assigns the request a new schedule time that is equal to the closest unassigned completion time of a running stream. If the new request, however, is for a video that has already at least one waiting request, then NSTF assigns it the same schedule time assigned to the other waiting request(s) because all these requests can be serviced together using only one stream. NSTF eliminates some potential problems when the basic FCFS is used to provide time-of-service guarantees as done in [66].

When all waiting requests for a video are canceled, their schedule time becomes available and can be used by other requests. This leads to two variants of NSTF: $NSTF_n$ and $NSTF_o$. $NSTF_n$ assigns the freed schedule times to incoming requests, whereas $NSTF_o$ assigns them to existing requests that will wait beyond a certain threshold, and thus are likely to defect without being assigned better schedule times. Hence, requests that are assigned schedule times that require them to wait beyond a certain threshold should be notified that they may be serviced earlier.

$NSTF_o$ assigns each freed schedule time to an appropriate waiting queue that meets the following three conditions: (i) it is nonempty, (ii) its assigned schedule time is worse than the freed schedule time,
and (iii) the expected waiting time for each request in it is beyond a certain threshold. If no candidate is found, NSTFo grants the freed schedule time to a new request. In contrast, if more than one queue meet these conditions, it selects the most appropriate one. The NSTFo-MQL implementation (which was shown to provide the best overall performance) selects the longest queue among the candidates. NSTFo-MQL combines the benefits of FCFS and MQL by assigning schedule times on a FCFS basis and reassigning freed schedule times on a MQL basis.

We present next an efficient generalized implementation of NSTF, called Generalized NSTF (GNSTF), which can be applied for Batching as well as some stream merging techniques, including Patching and Transition Patching. The server maintains a running queue ($RQ$), which keeps track of all currently running streams. These streams are stored in an decreasing order of their completion times. To provide time-of-service guarantees, the server needs to maintain an index, $RQIndex$, which points to the next stream in $RQ$ whose completion time has not been assigned yet. $RQ[0]$ is the first element of $RQ$, and it corresponds to the stream with the furthest completion time. $RQIndex$ is incremented when a video is selected for service and the location of its stream completion time in $RQ$ precedes $RQIndex$. In contrast, $RQIndex$ is decremented every time a schedule time is assigned from $RQ$. In addition, the server needs to maintain a free pool of freed schedule times. Any assigned schedule time that is freed (due to request defection for instance) and thus can be used by later requests will be inserted in this pool. This pool can be implemented using a priority queue, where schedule times are placed in an ascending order. When a request for a video with no waiting requests arrives, the server first tries to assign it a schedule time from the top of the free pool. If the pool does not contain any live schedule times (i.e., schedule times that are further than the current time), then the server assigns it a new schedule time that corresponds to the next unassigned completion time.

For an efficient operation of GNSTF when used with stream merging, we propose and utilize two enhancements. First, GNSTF triggers a schedule-time reassignment not only when a schedule time is freed but also when a new running stream has a closer completion time than an earlier stream whose
completion time has already been assigned. The latter situation does not happen when Batching is applied because all streams are of the same length. In stream merging techniques, however, streams vary significantly in length, and thus the completion time of a new stream may be closer than that of an old stream. Assigning the new completion time to existing requests with significantly long expected waiting times enhances performance and increases fairness. Second, we improve the performance of NSTFo by utilizing the old schedule times that have been reassigned with better schedule times. When the requests for a certain video receive a new schedule time, their old schedule time can be assigned to the requests for the video with a worse schedule time. This enhancement, called schedule-times cascading, is valid because the reassignment of schedule times in NSTFo is highly constrained and the freed schedule times may not be assigned to the requests with the worst schedule time. This enhancement can also be used with Batching but is likely to be more effective with stream merging techniques.

Figure 3.1 clarifies the general operation of GNSTF. The figure shows three request waiting queues ($W Q_s$) (one for each video) and the stream running queue ($R Q$). The stream running queue holds information for each stream that is currently being delivered. This information contains the video number, the stream completion time, and the waiting request to which this completion time is assigned as the schedule time. Note that $R Q[0]$ corresponds to the bottom of $R Q$. At time $T_6$, request $R_6$ for video $V_2$ is made. Since the free pool is empty, this request will be assigned the completion time of the stream pointed to by $R QIndex$, and subsequently $R QIndex$ will be decremented by 1. At time $T_7$, request $R_3$ is canceled (request defection) and because it is the only request in the waiting queue, its schedule time ($T_9$) will become available and can be used by other requests. Request $R_6$ has a further schedule time and thus will be assigned this schedule time, releasing its own schedule time ($T_{15}$) to the free pool. At time $T_8$, request $R_7$ for video $V_1$ is made. Since a schedule time ($T_{15}$) is available in the free pool, this request will receive $T_{15}$ as the assigned schedule time. Finally, at time $T_9$, $R_6$ is serviced, and thus a new completion time ($T_{24}$) becomes available and thus $R QIndex$ will be incremented by 1.
3.3 Proposed Waiting-Time Prediction Approach

Unfortunately, the NSTF/GNSTF approach has two main inherent shortcomings. First, it may not perform well in terms of server throughput (or defection probability) and waiting times compared with other aggressive scheduling approaches, such as MCF-P. The cost-based approach is indeed hard to be outperformed in terms of defection probability, especially by a policy whose main objective is to provide hard time-of-service guarantees and in which the initial assignment of schedule times is done on a FCFS basis. Second, NSTF/GNSTF cannot work with hierarchical stream merging techniques (such as ERMT) which achieve the highest performance. NSTF/GNSTF is incompatible with these techniques because in hierarchical stream merging, streams may be extended to satisfy the needs of new users, thereby violating some time-of-service guarantees.

To overcome both these shortcomings, we propose the waiting-time prediction approach. This approach provides users with expected waiting times for service (or alternatively, approximate times of service) rather than hard time-of-service guarantees. The main advantage of this approach is that the server can use hierarchical stream merging techniques and aggressive scheduling policies (such ERMT and MCF-P, respectively) while improving user-perceived QoS by informing users with their expected waiting times. The success of the waiting-time prediction approach depends on whether the waiting times can be accurately predicted when such scheduling policies are used. If the predictions are accu-
rate, users will appreciate the service, trust the service provider, and feel motivated to wait. Encouraging users to wait further improves the server throughput.

We present two schemes for predicting the waiting times: Assign Expected Stream Completion Time (AEC) and Hybrid Prediction. These two schemes are compared with a straightforward approach that dynamically computes the average waiting time for each video and provides the average value as the predicted waiting time for the new requests for the corresponding video. This scheme is referred to as Assign Per-Video Average Waiting Time (APW). In contrast with APW, the proposed AEC scheme exhibits high intelligence. It predicts the future scheduling decisions over a certain period of time and uses the completion times of running streams to know when channels will become available, and thus when waiting requests can be serviced. The hybrid scheme combines AEC with APW to provide an expected time to each user.

3.3.1 Proposed AEC Scheme

Let us now discuss the proposed AEC scheme in more detail. Basically, this scheme predicts the waiting times (or times of service) by “simulating” the future behavior of the server. It utilizes detailed information about the current state of the server to predict the waiting time and considers the applied scheduling policy. This information includes the current queue lengths, the completion times of running streams, and statistics, such as the average request arrival rate for each video (which is to be updated periodically).

As discussed earlier, a stream’s completion time indicates when a server channel will be free and can be used by new requests. Thus, the server knows when each channel will be available. The server can use these times as expected times of service for new requests. The assignment of a completion time to a new request is done by predicting the future scheduling decisions.

The basic idea of AEC can be explained as follows. When a new request arrives, the server determines the closest stream completion time that can be assigned to that request as the expected time of
service. The server examines the completion times in the order of their closeness from the current time and finds the expected video to be serviced at that completion time. The process continues until the expected video to be serviced is the same as the currently requested video. To predict the scheduling outcome at a certain completion time, the server needs to estimate the video queue lengths at that completion time if the scheduling policy requires so (such as MQL, MFQL, and MCF) based on the video arrival rates, which are to be computed periodically, but not frequently. The expected queue length for video $v$ at completion time $T$ is given by

$$
\text{expected} \_ \text{qlen}[v] = (qlen[v] + \lambda[v] \times (T - T_{\text{Now}})) \times \text{def} \_ \text{rate}[v],
$$

(3.1)

where $qlen[v]$ is the queue length of video $v$ at the current time ($T_{\text{Now}}$), $\lambda[v]$ is the arrival rate for video $v$, and $\text{def} \_ \text{rate}[v]$ is the defection rate of video $v$. The video waiting queues are likely to experience some defections, and these defections will become more significant during longer periods. Accounting for these defections is effective, especially for large prediction windows. Thus, the expected queue length is adjusted by the current video defection rate. Note that the waiting tolerance distribution is generally a memoryless process. Therefore, it is not advantageous to use the current waiting times in determining when users will actually defect.

Note that the same video may be serviced again at later completion times. Equation (3.1) assumes that video $v$ has not been identified before (while running the AEC algorithm to find the expected time of service for the new request) as the expected video to be serviced at an earlier stream completion time. Otherwise, the expected arrivals will have to be found during the time interval between the latest completion time ($T_l$) at which video $v$ is expected to be serviced and $T$. In that case, the expected queue length for video $v$ at completion time $T$ is given by

$$
\text{expected} \_ \text{qlen}[v] = \lambda[v] \times (T - T_l) \times \text{def} \_ \text{rate}[v].
$$

(3.2)
Note that $q_{len}$ is not part of the equation because all existing requests (as of time $T_{Now}$) for video $v$ are expected to be serviced at time $T_t$. To predict the scheduling decisions of MCF-P, AEC considers the expected stream lengths required by various videos in addition to the expected queue lengths.

To reduce the implementation complexity in terms of algorithm computation time, AEC predicts the future scheduling decisions only during certain duration of time, called prediction window ($W_p$). Thus, it needs to examine only the next stream completion times within $W_p$ seconds from the arrival of the new request. Therefore, AEC may not give an expected time of service for each request. The prediction window introduces a tradeoff between the percentage of requests receiving expected times of service and prediction accuracy. Subsection 3.3.3 provides additional details on the implications of the value of the prediction window.

Figure 3.2 shows a simplified algorithm of AEC. This algorithm is performed upon the arrival of request $R_i$ to video $v_j$ when the server is fully loaded. If the server is not fully loaded, the request can be serviced immediately. The assigned time for video $v$ ($\text{assigned time}[v]$) corresponds to the latest completion time ($T_l$) at which video $v$ is expected to be serviced in Equation (3.2).

Figure 3.3 demonstrates the general idea of AEC. A new request for video 2 ($v_2$) arrives at time $T_{Now}$. The server finds that video 1 ($v_1$) is the expected video to be serviced at stream completion time $T_1$. Then, the server examines the next completion time $T_2$ (which is still within the prediction window) and determines that $v_2$ is the most likely to be serviced at that time. Because $v_2$ is the requested video for which we need to find the expected time of service, the prediction algorithm terminates by assigning $T_2$ as the expected time of service to the new request.

The proposed AEC algorithm involves another important aspect: prediction of stream completion times. The server here uses aggressive prediction. It not only predicts how the completion times will be assigned to incoming requests but also predicts new stream completion times and assigns them if possible to new requests. When AEC assigns a stream completion time to a request as the expected time of service, it adds the expected completion time of the new stream to the set of the to-be examined
for $(v = 0; v < N_v; v + +)$ // Initialize the assigned time for each video
    assigned_time[v] = −1;

$T$ = closest completion time; // Start with closest completion time
while ($T < T_{Now} + W_p$) { // Loop till prediction window is exceeded
    // Find expected video queue lengths
    for $(v = 0; v < N_v; v + +)$
        if (assigned_time[v] == −1) // video $v$ has not been assigned an expected time
            expected_qlen[v] = (qlen[v] + $\lambda[v] \times (T_{Now}) \times$ def_rate[v]);
        else // video $v$ has been assigned an expected time
            expected_qlen[v] = $\lambda[v] \times (T - assigned_time[v]) \times$ def_rate[v];
        Compute scheduling objective function for video $v$;
    } //for

    // Find the expected video to be served at time $T$
    expected_video = find video with the minimum objective function;
    if (expected_video == $v_j$)
        Assign $T$ to request $R_i$ as the expected service time;
        break; // Done
    }
    else
        assigned_time[expected_video] = $T$;
        $T$ = next completion time; // Try again for this new completion time
} //while

Figure 3.2: Simplified Algorithm for the AEC Scheme [performed upon the arrival of request $R_i$ to Video $v_j$]

completion times if its completion time falls within the prediction window. This aspect is challenging
to implement efficiently, especially with ERMT, because the impacts of these new “predicted” streams
on stream merging decisions should be considered in order to achieve accurate predictions. To isolate
the actual request scheduling from prediction, the implementation creates a virtual running queue by
duplicating the portion of the running stream queue containing all streams within the current prediction
window. When a new stream is predicted to be scheduled at a certain completion time, its own com-
pletion time is inserted in the proper position in the virtual queue. Proper stream merging and potential
stream extensions are performed on the virtual queue.

The following points serve as further clarifications of AEC. (1) The assignment of times of service
is done based on predicting scheduling decisions, but the actual scheduling is kept totally isolated from
prediction. Thus, scheduling is performed based on only the scheduling criterion and does not consider
the assigned expected times of service in any way. (2) AEC may assign the same expected time to requests for different videos because the assignments are based on the current server state and workload, which vary with time. Similarly, the requests for the same video that are currently together in the waiting queue may have received different expected waiting times although they will be serviced together. Later requests in the queue are more likely to receive more accurate predictions. (3) Because of the prediction window constraint, AEC may not give an expected time for each user. As will be discussed in Subsection 3.3.4, the proposed hybrid scheme addresses this limitation.

3.3.2 Proposed Enhancements of AEC

We propose the following two enhancements of AEC: Preferential Treatment of Real Requests and Refine Assigned Expected Times.
Preferential Treatment of Real Requests

With AEC, the expected queue lengths are computed and used to predict future scheduling decisions. An expected queue length includes a number of real requests and a number of expected requests. This enhancement values real requests more than expected requests. One interesting way to implement this enhancement is to truncate the expected queue lengths in Equations (3.1) and (3.2). Thus, if a video has an expected queue length less than one, it will not be selected as an expected video to be serviced at any stream completion time.

Periodic Refinement of Assigned Expected Times

With this enhancement, the server periodically attempts to provide users with updated expected times of service. For a waiting request already assigned an expected time of service, a new time of service becomes available whenever a new request for the same video arrives and receives an expected time because all requests for the same video will be serviced concurrently using only one stream. The new expected time will most likely be more accurate than the old one because it is estimated based on the latest system state. To avoid unnecessary updates, this enhancement provides updated expected times only when a considerable difference exists between the new and old expected times. With the periodic refinement, some requests that never received expected times before may be able to get expected times later on as updates. Therefore, this enhancement is expected to improve both the prediction accuracy and the percentage of users receiving expected times. Unless otherwise indicated, the reported accuracy is determined based on the deviation of the initial expected service time and the actual time of service.

3.3.3 Feedback Control of the Prediction Window

In addition to limiting the implementation complexity, the prediction window introduces a tradeoff between the percentage of requests receiving expected times of service and the prediction accuracy. In particular, as the prediction window increases, the number of requests receiving expected times increases
at the expense of reducing the prediction accuracy as well as increasing the implementation complexity. The AEC algorithm computation time is proportional to the prediction window and can be shown to be $O(N_v \times W_p)$, where $N_v$ is the number of videos. Subsection 3.5.4 analyzes the impact of the prediction window based on actual runs of the algorithm. Large prediction windows have negative impacts on the algorithm computation time and more importantly the prediction accuracy. The reduced prediction accuracy may have a serious impact on the user-perceived quality of service and the confidence of users in the provided expected waiting times. The prediction window in AEC is constrained because the proposed AEC algorithm does not predict the waiting times accurately beyond a certain value of the prediction window, and it is better to provide no prediction than to provide misleading or inaccurate waiting times.

We utilize feedback control theory to tune $W_p$ to allow a pre-specified tolerance in the accuracy. Here, the administrator sets the minimum value of accuracy that can be tolerated. This value, called *setpoint*, can be specified in the form of the tolerable average deviation between the actual and expected times of service. Ideally, $W_p$ should be set to the largest possible value that satisfies the setpoint in order to maximize the number of users receiving expected times. The loop control is driven by the *error* ($e(t)$), which is the difference between the setpoint and the actual average deviation (called the *process variable*).

For stable and accurate control, we use a *Proportional Integral Differential* (PID), as depicted in Figure 3.4(a), to adjust $W_p$ based on the history and rate of change of the error. It has three components: proportional, integral, and differential. Each component is weighted by a constant. The proportional component changes $W_p$ based on the immediate value of the error. The integral component considers the past values of the error, whereas the differential component anticipates the future, and thus they help reduce the steady state error and the overshoot, respectively.

To eliminate the problem of optimizing three constants in the PID Controller, we propose another controller, called *Exponential Controller*, which uses the power of the error, as shown in Figure 3.4(b).
The power of the error is used because when the error is small, $W_p$ should be changed slightly to minimize overshooting and undershooting. When the error however, is large, $W_p$ should be changed by large values to expedite the convergence to the desired setpoint. By extensive analysis, we found that the best function is $\text{sign}(e(t)) \times 2^{l(e(t))}$.

![PID Controller](image1)

(a) PID Controller

![Proposed Exponential Controller](image2)

(b) Proposed Exponential Controller

Figure 3.4: Controllers of Prediction Accuracy

### 3.3.4 Proposed Hybrid Prediction Scheme

The main problem with the AEC scheme is that not all users may receive an expected time of service. To address this problem, we propose and analyze an alternative scheme, called Hybrid Prediction, which can give an expected time to each user. The hybrid scheme first uses AEC to predict the waiting time, and if no prediction is made, it provides the user with the average per-video waiting time. Thus, it can be thought of as a hybrid of AEC and APW. The use of APW enables the hybrid scheme to provide a predicted waiting times for each request at the expense of lower prediction accuracy. The prediction windows has an important impact on the accuracy of this hybrid predictor. As the prediction window increases, a larger fraction of users will receive expected times using AEC, which is more accurate than APW for small values of the prediction window.
3.4 Evaluation Methodology

We analyze the effectiveness of the proposed schemes through extensive simulation.

3.4.1 Workload Characteristics

Table 5.2 summarizes the workload characteristics used. Like most prior studies, we generally assume that the arrival of the requests to the server follows a Poisson Process with an average arrival rate $\lambda$. We also experiment with the Weibull distribution with two parameters: shape and scale [67]. We analyze the impact of the shape ($k$), while adjusting the scale so that the desired average request arrival rate is reached. Additionally, we assume that the access to videos is highly localized and follows a Zipf-like distribution. With this distribution, the probability of choosing the $n^{th}$ most popular video is $C/n^{1-\theta}$ with a parameter $\theta$ and a normalized constant $C$. The parameter $\theta$ controls the skew of video access. Note that the skew reaches its peak when $\theta = 0$, and that the access becomes uniformly distributed when $\theta = 1$. We analyze the impact of this parameter, but we generally assume a value of 0.271 [66, 65].

We characterize the waiting tolerance of users by three models. In Model A, the waiting tolerance follows an exponential distribution with mean $\mu_{tol}$ [66, 65]. In Model B, users with expected waiting times less than $\mu_{tol}$ will wait, and the others exhibit the same waiting tolerance as Model A [66, 65]. We introduce Model C to capture situations in which users either wait or defect immediately depending on the expected waiting times. The user waits if the expected waiting time is less than $\mu_{tol}$ and defects immediately if the waiting time is greater than $2\mu_{tol}$. Otherwise, the defection probability increases linearly from 0 to 1 for the expected waiting times between $\mu_{tol}$ and $2\mu_{tol}$. In all these models, defections happen only while users are waiting for service.

We generally study a server with 120 videos, each of which is 120 minutes long. We examine the server at different loads by fixing the request arrival rate at 40 requests per minute and varying the number of channels (server capacity) generally from 300 to 750. In addition to the fixed-length video workload (in which all videos have the same length), we experiment with two variable-length video
workloads. Moreover, we study the impacts of arrival rate, user’s waiting tolerance, number of videos, and video length (in the fixed-length workload).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model/Value(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request Arrival</td>
<td>Poisson Process (Default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weibull Distribution with shape $k = 0.6$ to $0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request Arrival Rate ($\lambda$)</td>
<td>10 to 70 Requests/min, Default = 40 Requests/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Capacity</td>
<td>300 to 750 channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Access</td>
<td>Zipf-Like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Skew ($\theta$)</td>
<td>0.1 to 0.6, Default = 0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Videos</td>
<td>60 to 240, Default = 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Length</td>
<td>Fixed-Length Video Workload (Default) with length of 30 to 120 min (same for all videos), Default = 120 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variable-Length Video Workload 1: with lengths randomly in the range: 30 to 120 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variable-Length Video Workload 2: with lengths randomly in the range: 100 to 200 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting Tolerance Model</td>
<td>A, B, and C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting Tolerance Mean ($\mu_{tol}$)</td>
<td>15 to 90 sec, Default = 30 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 Performance Metrics

We use two performance metrics to compare the effectiveness of various prediction schemes: waiting-time prediction accuracy and percentage of clients receiving expected times of service (PCRE). The average deviation between the expected and actual times of service is used as a measure of accuracy. The accuracy decreases with the deviation.

We compare the effectiveness of the predictive and GNSTF approaches in terms of the user defection probability, average waiting time, and unfairness against unpopular videos.
3.5 Result Presentation and Analysis

3.5.1 Waiting-Time Distribution under Various Scheduling Policies

Let us start by comparing the waiting-time distributions of requests resulting from various scheduling policies: FCFS, MQL, MCF-P (RAF), and MCF-P (RAP). Figure 3.5 depicts the overall waiting time distributions (considering all videos), and the waiting distributions of two individual videos with significantly varying popularities. Only the results for Patching with 600 server channels are shown. The results for Transition Patching and ERMT are similar, and thus not shown. The waiting times are distributed between 0 and 30 seconds because the waiting tolerance is set to 30 seconds. The waiting times with MCF-P (RAP) and MCF-P (RAF) are concentrated around 0 to 5 seconds in this example and decay quickly as we approach large values, in a manner similar to an exponential distribution. (Note that the numbers vary with the stream merging technique and server capacity but with similar behavior.) Moreover, the decay is faster for more popular videos. The waiting times with MQL follow the same pattern, but the decay happens less quickly. By contrast, FCFS produces a bell-shaped distribution. These results suggest that using the average value to predict the waiting time leads to the lowest accuracy in FCFS and the highest accuracy in MCF-P (RAF) and MCF-P (RAP).

Figure 3.5: Waiting Time Distribution [Patching, 600 Channels, Model A]
3.5.2 Waiting-Time Predictability and Effectiveness of Various Prediction Schemes

Let us now compare the effectiveness of the proposed prediction schemes in terms of accuracy, which is the most important metric in this case. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 depict the average deviation results for ERMT, Transition Patching, and Patching under three different scheduling policies: MQL, MCF-P (RAF), and MCF-P (RAP). (FCFS, in the form of NSTF/GNSTF, is more suited for providing hard time-of-service guarantees than prediction. Subsection 3.5.8 analyzes the performance of GNSTF.) These figures demonstrate that AEC performs significantly better than APW and the results are better with more scalable stream merging. The deviation with AEC is within only two seconds. APW has the advantage of giving an expected time of service to each user, but the accuracy of these expectations is a more important factor. The hybrid scheme serves as a compromise between AEC and APW.

The two variants of MCF-P (RAF and RAP) perform very close to each other in accuracy. MCF-P, however, is more predictable than MQL because the scheduling decisions of MCF-P are based on both the queue lengths and the required stream costs, whereas MQL uses only the queue lengths. The required stream cost for a video can be determined precisely, but the queue lengths in the future require prediction, as done in Equations (3.1) and (3.2). Fortunately, MCF-P is not only more predictable than MQL but also achieves better performance (as shown in [22]) in terms of defection probability, average waiting time, and unfairness. From this point on, we consider only MCF-P (RAP) and refer to it simply as MCF-P.

![Figure 3.6](image)

Figure 3.6: Comparing the Accuracy of Prediction Schemes \([MQL, \ W_p = 0.5\mu_{10}, \ Model \ A]\)
3.5.3 Effectiveness of Further Enhancements

The effectiveness of the Preferential Treatment of Real Requests Enhancement is illustrated in Figure 3.9, which shows that this enhancement significantly improves PCRE, but at the expense of accuracy. It may be a good choice in certain situations, primarily because the deviation is within 3 seconds.

Figure 3.10 illustrates the effectiveness of the Periodic Refinement of Assigned Expected Times Enhancement in terms of the average deviation when the hybrid prediction scheme is used under the three stream merging techniques. The results are similar when AEC is used and thus not shown. The figure shows that the enhancement reduces the average deviation in Patching, Transition Patching, and ERMT by up to 24\%, 18\%, and 11\%, respectively.
Figure 3.9: Effectiveness of the Preferential Treatment of Real Requests Enhancement [ERMT, MCF-P, AEC, $W_p = \mu_{tol}$, Model A]

Figure 3.10: Impact of the Periodic Refinement of Assigned Expected Times Enhancement on the Hybrid Prediction Scheme [$W_p = \mu_{tol}$, Model A]

3.5.4 Impact of Prediction Window

Figure 3.11(a) plots the impact of prediction window ($W_p$) in AEC on the prediction accuracy and PCRE for the three stream merging techniques. As expected, both the deviation and PCRE increase with $W_p$. PCRE significantly increases with $W_p$ up to a certain point, after which it starts to increase slightly. Both these metrics generally improve with more scalable stream merging, except for large values of $W_p$. When the Preferential Treatment of Real Requests Enhancement is used, a significantly different behavior is observed, especially in the deviation, as shown in Figure 3.11(b). The deviation increases with $W_p$ up to a certain point, after which it reaches a steady value. The impact of $W_p$ in the case of the hybrid prediction scheme is shown in Figure 3.11(c). The accuracy increases with $W_p$ up to a certain value and then starts to decrease. (Recall that the accuracy decreases with the deviation.) The increase
is due to increasing the fraction of clients receiving expected times by AEC (which is more accurate) rather than APW. After a certain value, the reduced accuracy of AEC with $W_p$ becomes more dominant.

Figure 3.11: Impact of Prediction Window without and with the Preferential Treatment of Real Requests Enhancement [MCF-P, 500 Channels, Model A]

Figure 3.12 demonstrates the impact of the prediction window on the average computation time of the AEC algorithm. The results are obtained by averaging the computation time values during the entire lifetime of the simulation. The figure illustrates the increased implementation complexity with the prediction window and indicates a linear relationship.

Figure 3.12: Impact of Prediction Window on Algorithm Computation Time [AEC, 500 Channels, Model A]
3.5.5 Analysis of Deviation Distributions under Various Prediction Schemes

So far, we compared various prediction schemes in only the average deviation. In this subsection, we discuss the distributions of the deviation results, so that we can compare various schemes in the range, standard deviation (\( \sigma \)), and confidence interval (\( CI \)). Figure 3.13 shows the distributions of the deviation for the three prediction schemes. The results for AEC and Hybrid are shown for two and three values of the prediction window, respectively. Table 3.2 shows the means, standard deviations, and the 90% confidence intervals for various schemes. As expected, AEC provides the smallest standard deviation, and the shortest confidence interval, and these values increase with the prediction window. Although the hybrid scheme performs better than APW in the average accuracy (as shown in Subsection 3.5.2), it provides comparable results to APW in terms of the standard deviation and the confidence interval. Note that the means of the distribution can be positive or negative. A negative value indicates a stronger negative deviation component, whereas a positive value indicates a stronger positive deviation component. A negative deviation means that a user waits shorter than expected, while a positive deviation means waiting longer than expected. It is possible to assign different weights for negative and positive deviations, but in this study we treat them equally. Accurate waiting times help users wait accordingly, so it may not be beneficial if the user waits less than expected because the user may be doing something else meanwhile. Finally, it is useful to study the relative deviation compared to the actual waiting time. Figure 3.14 compares the distributions of the deviation percentage of the three prediction algorithms. These results illustrate that the benefits of AEC, especially compared to APW, are more outstanding in terms the percentage deviation.

3.5.6 Impact of Workload Parameters on AEC Performance

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the impacts of request arrival rate, user’s waiting tolerance, skew in video access (\( \theta \)), number of videos, and video length on the effectiveness of AEC in terms of accuracy and PCRE, respectively. The deviation increases with the arrival rate but remains with 2 seconds even
for up to 70 requests/minute. The deviation also increases at a relatively high rate with the waiting
tolerance because requests stay longer in the waiting queue and queue lengths become harder to predict.
We believe that smaller values of the mean waiting tolerance are more realistic because the expectations
of users these days are getting much higher and their waiting tolerance is getting lower. PCRE decreases
with the arrival rate but does not change much with the waiting tolerance.

The skew in video access has significant impacts on the average deviation and PCRE. Recall that as
$\theta$ increases, the skew in video access decreases. Both the prediction accuracy and PCRE are worsen by
the reduction in the skew. This is due to the reduced predictability of which video can be serviced at any
particular time as the video access approaches the uniform distribution.

Finally, both the accuracy and PCRE also decrease with the number of videos and video length,
primarily due to the increased load on the server, as can be noted by the increase in the user defection
rate (not shown for space limitation). This behavior is consistent with the results in Subsection 3.5.2.

Figure 3.13: Comparing the Deviation Distributions under Various Prediction Algorithms [ERMT, MCF-
P, 300 Channels, Model A]
Table 3.2: Summary of Deviation Distributions [ERMT, MCF-P, 300 Channels, Model A]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Mean (sec)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (sec)</th>
<th>90% Confidence Interval (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APW</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>12.5604</td>
<td>[-14.0396,14.0104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC, $W_p = 0.25 \mu_{tol}$</td>
<td>0.4537</td>
<td>2.6762</td>
<td>[-1.5707,2.4793]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC, $W_p = 0.5 \mu_{tol}$</td>
<td>0.2367</td>
<td>3.9144</td>
<td>[-3.8063,4.2437]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC, $W_p = \mu_{tol}$</td>
<td>-0.6131</td>
<td>5.2066</td>
<td>[-7.8732,6.6768]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid, $W_p = 0.25 \mu_{tol}$</td>
<td>2.4055</td>
<td>11.7448</td>
<td>[-11.7366,16.5134]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid, $W_p = 0.5 \mu_{tol}$</td>
<td>2.0781</td>
<td>11.6507</td>
<td>[-11.8441,16.0059]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid, $W_p = \mu_{tol}$</td>
<td>1.3027</td>
<td>11.8306</td>
<td>[-13.5439,16.1061]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.14: Comparing the Distributions of the Deviation Percentage [ERMT, MCF-P, $W_p = 0.5 \mu_{tol}$, 300 Channels, Model A]

The increase in the server load as the number of videos increases happens as a result of the reduction in data sharing. Although the deviation increases with the number of videos, it remains with 2 seconds even for up to 240 supported videos.

The results so far are for a video workload of a fixed video length. Figure 3.17 shows the average deviation and PCRE results for two different variable-length workloads. The first is comprised of videos with lengths in the range of 30 to 120 minutes, whereas the lengths in the second range from 100 to 200 minutes. The length of each video is generated randomly within the specified range. The results for each workload are obtained by averaging the values of three runs. The AEC algorithm also works well in these workloads, with an average deviation within only 2.5 seconds. For workloads with longer videos, the server load becomes larger (as indicated in Figure 3.17(c)), and thus both the average deviation and PCRE become worse.
The results so far assume a Poisson request arrival process. Let us now examine the behavior under Weibull distribution with different shape \((k)\) values. Figure 3.18 demonstrates that the waiting times can still be predicted accurately with the AEC algorithm. The shape has a little impact, especially when the prediction window is smaller than 35 seconds.

### 3.5.7 Feedback Control of the Prediction Window in AEC

Let us now discuss the effectiveness of using the proposed controller of the prediction window, when the AEC scheme is used. Figure 3.19 demonstrates how the PID Controller can effectively achieve five desired accuracy values (setpoints): 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 seconds with different stream merging techniques. By dynamically tuning \(W_p\) to the largest possible value that satisfies the setpoint, the PID Controller ensures the largest possible value of PCRE. As the tolerable accuracy increases from 0.5 to 4.5, PCRE increases by more than 39%, 46%, and 93% with ERMT, Transition Patching, and Patching respectively. The system administrator should consider this significant implication of the setpoint on PCRE. Figure 3.20 shows how that the Exponential Controller behaves close to the PID Controller. The
PID Controller has a little advantage over the Exponential for small setpoints, where it achieves larger PCRE because it has a slightly larger overshoot and is a little faster in reaching the desired setpoint.

3.5.8 Effectiveness of the Waiting-Time Prediction Approach Compared with GNSTF

As discussed earlier, GNSTF is a scheduling policy that performs request scheduling based on the schedule times, which are initially assigned on a FCFS basis. The proposed waiting-time prediction approach allows the application of aggressive cost-based scheduling policies and hierarchical stream merging techniques (such as MCF-P and ERMT, respectively). In this subsection, we demonstrate the implications of the predictive approach on improving system performance in terms of the overall user defection rate and average waiting time. The prediction approach here is applied with MCF-P and this combination is referred to as “Predictive MCF-P”. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 compare the two approaches in user defection probability, average waiting time, and unfairness for Model B and C of the waiting tolerance, respectively. Three variants of Predictive MCF-P are analyzed. The first two apply
AEC prediction scheme, whereas the third applies the hybrid. The best implementation of GNSTF (GNSTFo-MQL) is used to ensure a fair comparison. These results demonstrate that predictive MCF-P performs significantly better than GNSTF under both tolerance models in terms of the two most important performance metrics. The relative performance among the different predictive MCF-P variants depends on the tolerance model. Under Model B, the hybrid scheme leads to the least defection rate and the longest waiting time among various variants. With model C, however, it leads to the shortest waiting time and the highest defection rate. Under both models, the RAP and RAF variants perform very close to each other in the two most important metrics.

Finally, Figure 3.23 captures the fact that GNSTF cannot be applied with ERMT, whereas the waiting-time prediction approach can. The figure compares GNSTF and two variants of predictive
Figure 3.19: Effectiveness of PID Controller using different Average Deviation Setpoints [AEC, Model A, $K_p = 7$, $K_i = 1$, $K_d = 0.1$]

Figure 3.20: Effectiveness of Exponential Controller using different Average Deviation Setpoints [AEC, Model A]

MCF-P (AEC and Hybrid), when each is applied with the most scalable stream merging technique that is applicable to it. Here, only the results under Model C (which is more realistic) are shown. Model B exhibits a similar behavior. The results demonstrate the outstanding performance gains achieved by applying the prediction approach in terms of the two most important performance metrics. The two variants perform generally close to each other.

3.6 Conclusions

We have analyzed the waiting-time predictability in scalable video streaming and have presented two prediction schemes: Assign Expected Stream Completion Time (AEC) and Hybrid Prediction. AEC utilizes detailed information about the server state and considers the applied scheduling policy to predict
the future scheduling decisions over a certain period, called prediction window. This window introduces a tradeoff between the prediction accuracy and the number of users receiving expected waiting times.

The hybrid scheme uses AEC and then assigns the average video waiting time for those requests that did not obtain a predicted time by AEC.

We have analyzed the effectiveness of the two prediction schemes when applied with various stream merging techniques and scheduling policies. We have also compared the effectiveness of the waiting-time prediction approach with the approach that provides time-of-service guarantees. The latter is represented by an extended policy, called Generalized Next Schedule Time First (GNSTF). In addition, we have studied the impacts of prediction window, server capacity, user’s waiting tolerance, arrival rate, skew in video access, video length, and number of videos.

The main results can be summarized as follows.
Figure 3.23: Comparing GNSTF and Predictive MCF-P (Two Variants), Each with Its Most Scalable Stream Merging Technique \( W_p = \mu_{tol}, \textit{Model C} \)

- The waiting time can be predicted accurately, especially with AEC and when MCF-P is used. MCF-P is not only highly predictable (in terms of user waiting time) but also achieves the best performance in server throughput and average waiting time.

- In contrast with AEC, the hybrid prediction scheme provides expected times to each user but achieves lower accuracy and a longer confidence interval.

- Combining AEC or the hybrid scheme with MCF-P leads to outstanding performance benefits, compared with GNSTF.

- This combination, called \textit{Predictive MCF-P}, can be applied with hierarchical stream merging techniques (such as ERMT) to improve performance further, whereas GNSTF cannot.
Chapter 4

Increasing System Bandwidth Utilization by Enhancing Scheduling Decisions in Video-on-Demand Systems

4.1 Introduction

Motivated by the development of cost-based scheduling, we investigate its effectiveness in detail and discuss opportunities for further tunings and enhancements. In particular, we initially seek to answer the following two important questions. First, is it better to consider the stream cost only at the current scheduling time or consider the expected overall cost over a future period of time? Second, should the cost computation consider future stream extensions done by advanced stream merging techniques (such as ERMT) to satisfy the needs of new requests? These questions are important because the current scheduling decision can affect future scheduling decisions, especially when stream merging and cost-based scheduling are used.

Additionally, we analyze the effectiveness of incorporating video prediction results into the scheduling decisions. The prediction of videos to be serviced and the prediction of waiting times for service have recently been proposed in chapter 3. These prediction results, however, were not used to alter the scheduling decisions. We propose a scheduling policy, called Predictive Cost-Based Scheduling (PCS). Like MCF, PCS is cost-based, but it predicts future system state and uses the prediction results to potentially alter the scheduling decisions. It delays servicing requests at the current scheduling time (even when resource are available) if it is expected that shorter streams will be required at the next scheduling time. We present two alternative implementations of PCS.

We also propose an enhancement technique, called Adaptive Regular Stream Triggering (ART), which can be applied with any scheduling policy to enhance stream merging. The basic idea of ART is to selectively delay the initiation of full-length video streams.
We study the effectiveness of various strategies and design options through extensive simulation in terms of performance effectiveness as well as waiting-time predictability. The analyzed metrics include customer defection (i.e. turn-away) probability, average waiting time, unfairness against unpopular videos, average cost per request, waiting-time prediction accuracy, and percentage of clients receiving expected waiting times. The waiting-time prediction accuracy is determined by the average deviation between the expected and actual waiting times. We consider the impacts of customer waiting tolerance, server capacity, request arrival rate, number of videos, video length, and skew in video access. We also study the impacts of different request arrival processes and video workloads. Furthermore, in contrast with prior studies, we analyze the impact of flash crowds, whereby the arrival rate experiences sudden spikes.

The results demonstrate that the proposed PCS and ART strategies significantly enhance system throughput and reduces the average waiting time for service, while providing accurate predicted waiting times.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 analyzes cost-based scheduling and explores alternative ways to compute the cost. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 present the proposed PCS and ART strategies, respectively. Section 4.5 discusses the performance evaluation methodology and Section 4.6 presents and analyzes the main results.

### 4.2 Analysis of Cost-Based Scheduling

We seek to understand the behavior of cost-based scheduling and its interaction with stream merging. Understanding this behavior helps in developing solutions that optimize the overall performance. One of the issues that we explore in this study is determining the duration over which the cost should be computed. In particular, we seek to determine whether the cost should be computed only at the current scheduling time ($T_{Now}$) or over a future duration of time, called prediction window ($W_p$). In other words, should the system select the video with the least cost per request at time $T_{Now}$ or the least cost per request
during $W_p$. The latter requires prediction of the future system state. We devise and explore two ways to analyze the effectiveness of computing the cost over a period of time: *Lookahead* and *Combinational* scheduling.

### 4.2.1 Lookahead Scheduling

In Lookahead Scheduling, the service rate (which is the rate at which a video gets serviced) is computed dynamically for each video that has waiting requests. The total cost for servicing each one of these videos is computed during the time interval $W_p$. Lookahead Scheduling selects the video $j$ that minimizes the expected cost per request. Thus, the objective function to minimize is

$$F(j) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} N_i}$$

(4.1)

where $n$ is the number of expected service times for video $j$ during $W_p$, $C_i$ is the cost required to service the requests for video $j$ at service time $i$, and $N_i$ is the number of requests expected to be serviced at service time $i$. The number of requests at future service times is predicted by dynamically computing the arrival rate for each video. Figure 4.1 further illustrates the idea. As discussed earlier, ERMT may extend streams to satisfy the needs of new requests. MCF-P, however, does not consider later extensions in computing the cost. In analyzing cost-based scheduling, we also need to consider whether it is worthwhile to predict and consider these later extensions. Hence, we consider a variant of Lookahead Scheduling that considers these extensions. (In Figure 4.1, the term “virtual time” means the future time imagined or simulated by Lookahead Scheduling, as opposed to the actual system time.)

### 4.2.2 Combinational Scheduling

In contrast with Lookahead Scheduling, Combinational Scheduling predicts the best sequence in which various videos should be serviced and performs scheduling based on this sequence. Thus, it
Figure 4.1: An Illustration of Lookahead Scheduling

considers any correlations on the cost among successive video selections. Figure 4.2 illustrates the operation of Combinational Scheduling. The best sequence is found by generating all possible sequences for the next $n$ stream completion times during $W_p$, for only the $n$-best videos according to the MCF-P objective function. Note that stream completion times indicate when server channels become available for servicing new requests. The objective function of each sequence is then calculated. Consider the sequence $S_j = \{X_1, X_2, X_3, ..., X_n\}$, where $X_i$ is the video selected to be serviced at the next $i^{th}$ stream completion time. The objective function for this sequence is

$$F(S_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{C_{X_i}}{N_{X_i}},$$

where $C_{X_i}$ is the cost required to service video $X_i$, and $N_{X_i}$ is the number of waiting requests for that video. $C_{X_i}$ is determined based on the used MCF-P variant. Combinational Scheduling chooses the sequence that is expected to lead to the least overall cost. Although many optimizations are possible to reduce the implementation complexity, we focus primarily on whether exploiting the correlations between successive video selections is indeed important in practical situations.
4.3 Proposed Predictive Cost-Based Scheduling

The prediction of videos to be serviced and the prediction of waiting times for service have been proposed in Chapter 3. These prediction results, however, were not used to alter the scheduling decisions. In this study, we analyze the effectiveness of incorporating video prediction results into the scheduling decisions. We propose a scheduling policy, called Predictive Cost-Based Scheduling (PCS). PCS is based on MCF, but it predicts future system state and uses this prediction to possibly alter the scheduling decisions. The basic idea can be explained as follows. When a channel becomes available, PCS determines using the MCF-P objective function the video \( V_{\text{Now}} \) which is to be serviced tentatively at the current scheduling time \( (T_{\text{Now}}) \) and its associated delivery cost. To avoid unfairness against videos with high data rates, we use the required stream length for the cost [22]. Before actually servicing that video, PCS predicts the system state at the next scheduling time \( (T_{\text{Next}}) \) and estimates the delivery cost at that time assuming that video \( V_{\text{Now}} \) is not serviced at time \( T_{\text{Now}} \). PCS does not service any request at time \( T_{\text{Now}} \) and thus postpone the service of video \( V_{\text{Now}} \) if the delivery cost at time \( T_{\text{Next}} \) is lower than that at time \( T_{\text{Now}} \). Otherwise, video \( V_{\text{Now}} \) is serviced immediately.

To reduce possible server underutilization, PCS delays the service of streams only if the number of available server channels \( (\text{freeChannels}) \) is smaller than a certain threshold \( (\text{freeChannelThresh}) \).
Figure 4.3 shows a proposed algorithm to dynamically find the best value of \( f_{reeChannelThresh} \). The algorithm changes the value of the threshold and observes its impact on customer defection probability over a certain time interval. The value of the threshold is then updated based on the trend in defection probability (increase or decrease) and the last action (increase or decrease) performed on the threshold. The algorithm is to be executed periodically but not frequently to ensure stable system behavior.

\[
currDefectionRate = \frac{defectedCustomers}{servedCustomers};
\]

\[
\text{if } (currDefectionRate < lastDefectionRate) \{ \\
\quad \text{if (last action was decrement and } f_{reeChannelThresh} > 2) \\
\quad \quad f_{reeChannelThresh} = \quad -; \quad \\
\quad \text{else if (last action was increment) } \\
\quad \quad f_{reeChannelThresh} = \quad +; \\
\text{else if (currDefectionRate > lastDefectionRate) } \{ \\
\quad \text{if (last action was increment and } f_{reeChannelThresh} > 2) \\
\quad \quad f_{reeChannelThresh} = \quad -; \quad \\
\quad \text{else if (last action was decrement) } \\
\quad \quad f_{reeChannelThresh} = \quad +; \\
\} \\
\}
\]

\[
lastDefectionRate = currDefectionRate;
\]

We present two alternative implementations of PCS: PCS-V and PCS-L. These two implementations differ in how to compute the delivery cost or required stream length at the next scheduling time. PCS-V predicts the video to be serviced at the next scheduling time and simply uses its required stream length. The video prediction is done by utilizing detailed information about the current state of the server in a manner similar to that of the waiting-time prediction approach in Chapter 3. This information includes the number of waiting requests for each video, the completion times of running streams, and statistics such as the average request arrival rate for each video (which is to be updated periodically). Figure 4.4 shows a simplified algorithm for PCS-V.

In contrast with PCS-V, PCS-L computes the expected required stream length at the next scheduling time based on the lengths of all possible video streams that may be required and their probabilities. A simplified algorithm for PCS-L is shown in Figure 4.5. The probability that a video is selected is equal to the probability that it has at least one waiting request at time \( T_{\text{Next}} \) times the probability that all video
Figure 4.4: Simplified Algorithm for PCS-V

\[
V_{\text{Now}} = \text{find the video that will tentatively be serviced at } T_{\text{Now}}; \\
\text{if } (\text{freeChannels} \geq \text{freeChannelThresh}) \\
\quad \text{Service the requests for } V_{\text{Now}}; \\
\text{else} \\
\quad \text{currStreamLen} = \text{find required stream length to service } V_{\text{Now}} \text{ at } T_{\text{Now}}; \\
\quad V_{\text{Next}} = \text{find the video that is expected to be serviced at } T_{\text{Next}}; \\
\quad \text{nextStreamLen} = \text{find required stream length to service } V_{\text{Next}} \text{ at } T_{\text{Next}}; \\
\quad \text{if } (\text{currStreamLen} \leq \text{nextStreamLen}) \\
\quad \quad \text{Service the requests for } V_{\text{Now}}; \\
\]

streams with lower cost (i.e. shorter required streams) are not selected. The probability that video \( v \) has at least one arrival during duration \( T_{\text{Next}} - T_{\text{Now}} \) can be found as one minus the probability of exactly zero arrivals:

\[
1 - e^{-\lambda_v \times (T_{\text{Next}} - T_{\text{Now}})},
\]

where \( \lambda_v \) is the request arrival rate for video \( v \) and assuming a Poisson arrival process. If the video has already one waiting request, then this probability is 1. Sorting the videos according to the scheduling objective function is required to determine the probability that all videos with lower cost (or higher objective) are not selected.

As can be clearly seen from the algorithms, both PCS-V and PCS-L require a time overhead of \( O(N_v) \), where \( N_v \) is the number of videos, assuming that that a priority queue structure is used to rank the videos according to the objective function.

### 4.4 Proposed Adaptive Regular Stream Triggering (ART)

As will be shown later, our analysis reveals a significant interaction between stream merging and scheduling decisions. One of the pertaining issues is how to best handle regular (i.e., full) streams. MCF-P (RAP) considers the cost of a regular stream as a patch and thus treats it in a differentiated manner. The question arises as to whether it is worthwhile, however, to delay regular streams in certain situations. Guided by analysis, we propose a technique, called Adaptive Regular Stream Triggering
Let $V_{Now}$ be the video that will tentatively be serviced at $T_{Now}$;

\[\text{if } (\text{freeChannels} \geq \text{freeChannelThresh})\]

Service the requests for $V_{Now}$;

\[\text{else } \{\]

\[\text{currStreamLen} = \text{find required stream length to serve } V_{Now} \text{ at } T_{Now};\]

Calculate objective function for each video at $T_{Next}$;

Sort videos from best to worst according to objective function;

\[\text{expectedStreamLen} = 0; \text{ // initialization}\]

// loop to find expected stream length at $T_{Next}$

\[\text{for } (v = 0; v < N_v; v++) \{ \text{ // for each video}\]

\[\text{nextStreamLen} = \text{find required stream length to service } v \text{ at } T_{Next};\]

\[\text{Prob(video } v \text{ is selected}) = \text{Prob(no other video with better objective is selected)}\]

\[\times \text{Prob(video } v \text{ has at least one arrival);}\]

\[\text{expectedStreamLen} += \text{Prob(video } v \text{ is selected) } \times \text{nextStreamLen};\]

\[\text{if } (\text{currStreamLen} \leq \text{expectedStreamLen})\]

Service the requests for $V_{Now}$;

\}
is initiated because of the postponement. We also observe that ART enhances the stream merging decisions of ERMT. The number of initial regular streams (called I Streams in this study) in the merge tree is relatively much smaller with ART. For example, there is only one I Stream in the merge tree with ART while there are many more I Streams in the merge tree without ART.

![Graph](image_url)

Figure 4.7: Impact of ART on ERMT Stream Merge Tree [Video 11, MCF-P, Server Capacity = 450]

As can be seen form the ART algorithm in Figure 4.6, ART requires a time overhead of $O(1)$ in addition to the time overhead of the base scheduling policy used.

In principle, ART can be used with any scheduling policy, including PCS, although some negative interference happens when it is combined with PCS, as will be shown in Section 4.6.

### 4.5 Evaluation Methodology

We study the effectiveness of the proposed policies through simulation. The simulation, written in C, stops after a steady state analysis with 95% confidence interval is reached.
4.5.1 Workload Characteristics

Table 4.1 summarizes the workload characteristics used. Like most prior studies, we generally assume that the arrival of the requests to the server follows a Poisson Process with an average arrival rate $\lambda$. We also experiment with the Weibull distribution with two parameters: shape and scale [68]. We analyze the impact of the shape (k), while adjusting the scale so that the desired average request arrival rate is reached. Additionally, we assume that the access to videos is highly localized and follows a Zipf-like distribution. With this distribution, the probability of choosing the nth most popular video is $C/n^{1-\theta}$ with a parameter $\theta$ and a normalized constant C. The parameter $\theta$ controls the skew of video access. Note that the skew reaches its peak when $\theta = 0$, and that the access becomes uniformly distributed when $\theta = 1$. We analyze the impact of this parameter, but we generally assume a value of 0.271 [66, 65].

We characterize the waiting tolerance of customers by three models. In Model A, the waiting tolerance follows an exponential distribution with mean $\mu_{tol}$ [66, 65]. In Model B, users with expected waiting times less than $\mu_{tol}$ will wait and the others will have the same waiting tolerance as Model A [66, 65]. We use Model C from Chapter 3 to capture situations in which users either wait or defect.

Table 4.1: Summary of Workload Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model/Value(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request Arrival</td>
<td>Poisson Process (default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weibull Distribution with shape $k = 0.6$ to $0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request Arrival Rate</td>
<td>Variable, Default is 40 Req./min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Capacity</td>
<td>200 to 750 channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Access</td>
<td>Zipf-Like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Skew ($\theta$)</td>
<td>0.1 to 0.6, Default = 0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Videos</td>
<td>Variable, Default is 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Length</td>
<td>Fixed-Length Video Workload (Default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with length of 60 to 180 min (same for all videos), Default = 120 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variable-Length Video Workload:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with lengths randomly in the range: 60 to 180 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting Tolerance Model</td>
<td>A, B, C, Default is A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting Tolerance Mean ($\mu_{tol}$)</td>
<td>Variable, Default is 30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Crowds</td>
<td>The peak arrival rate is 40 times the normal rate for a period of two movie lengths and flash crowds arrival rate is variable. Default: no flash crowds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


immediately depending on the expected waiting times. The user waits if the expected waiting time is less than \( \mu_{tol} \) and defects immediately if the waiting time is greater than \( 2\mu_{tol} \). Otherwise, the defection probability increases linearly from 0 to 1 for the expected waiting times between \( \mu_{tol} \) and \( 2\mu_{tol} \).

As in most previous studies, we generally study a server with 120 videos, each of which is 120 minutes long. We examine the server at different loads by fixing the request arrival rate at 40 requests per minute and varying the number of channels (server capacity) generally from 200 to 750. In addition to the fixed-length video workload (in which all videos have the same length), we experiment with a variable-length video workload. Moreover, we study the impacts of arrival rate, user’s waiting tolerance, number of videos, and video length (in the fixed-length workload).

Flash crowds workload characteristics were adopted from [69].

4.5.2 Considered Performance Metrics

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed schemes, we consider the main performance metrics discussed in Section 2.1. In addition, we analyze waiting-time predictability by two metrics: waiting-time prediction accuracy and the percentage of clients receiving expected waiting times. The waiting-time prediction accuracy is determined by the average deviation between the expected and actual waiting times. For waiting-time prediction, we use the algorithm in Chapter 3. Note that this algorithm may not provide an expected waiting time to each client because the prediction may not always be performed accurately.

4.6 Result Presentation and Analysis

4.6.1 Comparing the Effectiveness of Different Cost-Computation Alternatives

Let us start by studying the effectiveness of Lookahead and Combinational Scheduling. Interestingly, there is no clear benefit for computing the cost over a future period of time. In some cases, as shown in Figure 4.8, the performance in term of customer defection and average waiting time may be worse than
those when computing the cost at the current scheduling time with MCF-P. The results of Lookahead Scheduling are shown for two different prediction window values. Only the results with future stream extensions are shown. The results without extensions are almost the same.

Although computing the cost over a time interval seems intuitively to be an excellent choice, it interferes negatively with stream merging. Later in this study, we discuss how the interaction between stream merging and scheduling can be utilized by using the proposed ART technique, which can be used with any scheduling policy. Based on these results, we only consider next computing the cost at the current scheduling time.

![Graphs showing the effectiveness of Lookahead and Combinational Scheduling](image)

Figure 4.8: Effectiveness of Lookahead and Combinational Scheduling [ERMT]

4.6.2 Effectiveness of the Proposed PCS Policy

Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 demonstrate the effectiveness of the two implementations of PCS when applied with ERMT, Transition Patching, and Patching, respectively, in terms of the customer defection probability, average waiting time, and unfairness. The figures shows that PCS outperforms MCF-P and MQL in terms of both the two most important performance metrics (defection probability and average waiting time), whereas MCF-P is fairer towards unpopular videos. The two implementations of PCS perform nearly the same and thus PCS-V is preferred because of its simplicity. From this point on, we consider only the PCS-V implementation.
4.6.3 Effectiveness of the Proposed ART Enhancement

Figure 4.12 shows the effectiveness of the proposed ART technique when ERMT is used. With MCF-P, ART reduces the customer defection probability and average waiting time by up to 25% and 80%, respectively. It also yields significant improvements when used with MQL. Unfairness, the least important metric, is a little larger with ART because of its nature in favoring videos with shorter streams, but it is still acceptable compared with MQL.

Figure 4.13 depicts the impact of ART on regular streams in ERMT. We observe that when ART postpones regular streams, it forces ERMT to make more merges, which in turn, increases system utilization. We also observe that the number of regular streams does not decrease significantly despite of postponing these streams. In contrast, Figure 4.13(a) indicates that the average time between two
Let us now discuss the impact of ART when Transition Patching and Patching are used. Transition Patching results are presented in Figure 4.14 and Patching results are presented in Figure 4.15. As with ERMT, ART reduces significantly the customer defection probability and the average waiting time...
Figure 4.13: Impact of ART on Regular Streams \( [ERMT, MCF-P, Server Capacity = 450] \)

when it is combined with MCF-P and MQL. Unfairness with ART is a little larger but still acceptable compared with that of MQL for medium and high server capacities.

Interestingly, ART improves Transition Patching and Patching despite that their best scheduling policy, MCF-P (RAP), depends on a conflicting principle. As discussed earlier, MCF-P (RAP) gives preference to regular streams while ART postpones them in certain situations. As illustrated in Figure 4.16, the main impact of ART is dynamically optimizing \( W_r \), which is larger than that of MCF-P (RAP) and smaller than that of MCF-P (RAF) for popular videos, and even greater than that of MCF-P (RAF) for unpopular videos. The horizontal line in the figure marks the equation-based value of \( W_r \) [70]. (Note that the equation does not yield optimum values because it is based on important simplifying assumptions.)

Figure 4.14: Effectiveness of ART \( [Transition Patching] \)
4.6.4 Comparing the Effectiveness of PCS and ART

Although ART can be applied with any scheduling policy, including PCS, for the time being, we consider it as an alternative to PCS because of negative interference between the two, as will be shown in Subsection 4.6.8. In this subsection, we compare the effectiveness of PCS-V and ART in terms of customer defection probability, average waiting time, unfairness against unpopular videos, and cost per request. Figures 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19 show the results of ERMT, Transition Patching, and Patching respectively.

With ERMT, MCF-P when combined with ART performs better than PCS-V in terms of the customer defection probability and average waiting time. The results when Transition Patching and Patching are used exhibit different behavior than those with ERMT. MCF-P combined with ART gives almost the
same results as PCS-V in terms of customer defection probability, but it reduces the average waiting time significantly. Unfairness of PCS-V is less than that with ART in all stream merging techniques because ART favors videos with shorter streams more than PCS-V. These results indicate that MCF-P when combined with ART is the best overall performer.

To further support the fact that more customers are served with only one stream when using ART, Figure 4.20 demonstrates the impact of ART on the cost per request. We can see that the cost per request with ART is the lowest for different server capacities.

Figure 4.17: Comparing the Effectiveness of PCS and ART [ERMT]

Figure 4.18: Comparing the Effectiveness of PCS and ART [Transition Patching]
4.6.5 Impact of Workload Parameters on the Effectiveness of PCS and ART

Figures 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24 illustrate the impact of the request arrival rate, customer waiting tolerance, number of videos and video length on the effectiveness of PCS-V and ART. The results for both Patching and ERMT are shown. The results demonstrate that ART always achieves smaller customer defection probability and average waiting time than PCS-V in the case of ERMT. In Patching, the same trend is observed for the average waiting time, but PCS-V and “MCF-P combined with ART” perform nearly the same in terms of customer defection probability, especially when the server is highly loaded.

Figure 4.25 shows that the skew in video access has significant impacts on the customer defection probability, average waiting time and unfairness. Recall that as $\theta$ increases, the skew in video access
decreases. Both the defection probability and average waiting time are worsened by the reduction in the skew. This is because cost-based scheduling policies favor popular videos by nature. When $\theta$ increases, the deference in video popularity decreases which in turn makes the scheduling decision harder to make. Unfairness decreases by increasing $\theta$ which is as expected. Again, “MCF-P combined with ART” is the best policy in terms of all performance metrics, except unfairness.

The results so far are for a video workload of a fixed video length. Figure 4.26 shows the customer defection probability, average waiting time and unfairness results for a variable-length video workload. The workload is comprised of videos with lengths in the range of 60 to 180 minutes. The length of each video is generated randomly within the specified range. The results for the workload are obtained by averaging the values of four runs. The PCS-V and ART algorithms also work well in this workload.
“MCF-P combined with ART” as in most cases performs better than all other policies. Moreover, we can see that the fairness of ART and PCS-V is better than that of MCF-P with variable-length video workload.

The results so far assume a Poisson request arrival process. Let us now examine the behavior under Weibull distribution with different shape (k) values. Figure 4.27 demonstrates that the shape has a little impact, especially when the server capacity is larger than 500 channels. Figure 4.28 compares MCF-P, PCS-V, and MCF-P with ART under Weibull Arrival Distribution with the same shape. The results with other shape parameters have the same trend and thus are not shown. We can see clearly that PCS-V and “MCF-P combined with ART” sill perform better than MCF-P. We can see also that MCF-P with ART is the best policy.
Figure 4.25: Impact of Skew in Video Access \([\text{ERMT, Server Capacity} = 450]\)

Figure 4.26: Comparing the Effectiveness of MCF-P, PCS, and ART under a Variable-Length Video Workload \([\text{ERMT, 60 to 180 minutes Video Length Range}]\)

4.6.6 Comparing Waiting-Time Predictability with PCS and ART

Figure 4.29 compares the predictability of MCF-P, PCS-V, and “MCF-P combined with ART” in terms of the average deviation and percentage of clients receiving expected time of service (PCRE) under waiting tolerance Model B. The results with Model C are similar and thus are not shown. The results demonstrate that ART significantly improves the predictability of MCF-P. PCS-V is also more predictable than MCF-P. In particular, ART reduces the average deviation by up to 30% and 75% for models B and C, respectively. It also increases the number of clients receiving expected times by up to 35%. Moreover, “MCF-P combined with ART” gives more customers expected times than PCS-V with a relatively less significant increase in the average deviation.
4.6.7 Impact of Flash Crowds on the Effectiveness of PCS and ART

Let us now discuss the impact of flash crowds on the effectiveness of PCS-V and ART. Figure 4.30 demonstrates the impact of flash crowds inter-arrival time on MCF-P, PCS-V, and “MCF-P combined with ART”. The results show that MCF-P when combined with ART handles the flash crowds more efficiently than the other policies. In particular, it achieves the best customer defection probability and average waiting time under all flash crowds inter-arrival times. PCS-V achieves better results than MCF-P, but it is improvement is less than that of ART. Figure 4.31 confirms that ART enhances the efficiency of stream handling even with flash crowds. It is clearly evident that “MCF-P combined with ART” achieves the lowest cost per request for all videos.
4.6.8 Effectiveness of Combining ART with PCS

Let us now look at the results of combining PCS-V with ART. We show the results under ERMT and Patching in Figures 4.32 and 4.33, respectively. Transition Patching has the same trend as Patching and therefore its results are not shown. These results indicate that “MCF-P combined with ART” performs the best among all variations, and that PCS-V performs better than “PCS-V with ART”. From these figures, we conclude that negative interference occurs when ART is combined with PCS-V. Removing this interference by modifying these two strategies is a challenging task and left for a future study.
Figure 4.31: Comparing MCF-P, PCS-V, and MCF-P with ART with Flash Crowds in Average Cost per Request [$ERMT$, Flash Crowds Arrival Rate = 1/day]

Figure 4.32: Effectiveness of Combining Art with PCS [$ERMT$]

4.7 Conclusions

We have analyzed in detail cost-based scheduling for on-demand video streaming and proposed new strategies: Predictive Cost-Based Scheduling (PCS) and Adaptive Regular Stream Triggering (ART). The main results can be summarized as follows.

- There is no clear advantage of computing the cost over a future time window, compared with computing the cost only at the next scheduling time.

- The proposed PCS scheduling policy outperforms the best existing policy (MCF-P) in terms of customer defection probability and average waiting time. The waiting times can also be predicted more accurately with PCS. The two variations of PCS (PCS-V and PCS-L) perform nearly the same and thus the simpler variant (PCS-V) is preferred because of its lower implementation com-
By enhancing stream merging behavior, the proposed ART technique substantially improves both the customer defection probability and the average waiting time.

Although ART in principle can be applied with any scheduling policy, including PCS, negative interference exists between ART and PCS, and thus their combination generally achieves worse than any of them applied individually. Removing this interference by modifying these two strategies is a challenging task and left for a future study.

The best overall performer is “MCF-P combined with ART”, followed by PCS. With ART, significantly more clients can receive expected waiting times for service than PCS, but at a somewhat lower waiting time accuracy.
CHAPTER 5

DISTORTION-BASED CROSS-LAYER OPTIMIZATION FOR WIRELESS VIDEO STREAMING

5.1 Introduction

In this study, we consider video streaming from multiple video sources (or stations) to a central station over a single-hop IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN (WLAN) network. This application is typical in Automated Video Surveillance (AVS) systems. As shown in Figure 1.2, the wireless video sources (video cameras or sensors) share the same medium and can be either battery-powered or outlet-powered. The central proxy station is connected with a high-bandwidth link to the access point, and thus this link is not deemed as a bottleneck in the system. Large systems may be composed of multiple such systems or cells.

The main challenge in the considered system is that the wireless network has limited available bandwidth, which should be estimated accurately and distributed efficiently among various video sources. Our ultimate goal in this study is to build a cross-layer framework for maximizing the network bandwidth utilization. This cross-layer approach, clarified in Figure 5.1, utilizes and may adapt parameters from the application, link, and physical layers of the network layer stack. The problem is to be formulated using the AVS intuitive rate-accuracy function. The objective of the optimization will be to maximize the sum of the weighted accuracy of vision algorithms running in the system, where the weights are the importance factors of the video sources in the system.

Distortion-based bandwidth optimization in such systems has been addressed in only few studies [43, 44] by using cross-layer optimization and as discussed in Section 2.5, these solutions are highly limited. For this reason and for comparative purposes, we propose a distortion-based cross-layer framework that dynamically manages the available network bandwidth in such a way that minimizes the overall distortion. The proposed cross-layer framework utilizes an online approach for estimating the effective
Figure 5.1: Cross Layer Framework Clarification

airtime of the network. To yield an accurate estimation, the proposed approach computes the effective airtime when the packet loss is below a specified threshold.

We evaluate the proposed solution by streaming real video frames (and not just an abstract bit stream) over a simulated network. The simulations are conducted using OPNET. Since the sent video packets may be lost, we implement an error concealment algorithm [71] at the proxy station to mitigate the impact of packet loss on perceptual video quality. We also study the performance of the proposed framework with the existence of other interfering/cross traffic in the network.

The main contributions of this part of the dissertation can be summarized as follows. (1) We propose a complete cross-layer optimization framework, including a new online and dynamic approach for estimating the effective airtime of the network. (2) We develop a new and accurate model that characterizes the relationship between the video data rate and the distortion. (3) We propose an enhanced online and dynamic approach for estimating the effective airtime of the network. (4) We develop a new model for adapting the link layer parameters in the video sources. (5) We test our framework by streaming real video frames over a simulated network and incorporating an error concealment algorithm to mitigate the impact of video packet loss. (6) We study the impact of interfering/cross traffic on the performance of the proposes framework.

The results show that the proposed framework enhances substantially the perceptual quality of re-
ceived video streams and that the proposed effective airtime estimation algorithm is accurate and converges quickly. The proposed framework also results in much less power consumption, compared with existing solutions. This behavior is due to sending and dropping much less data. Power consumption is a primary concern, especially when the video sources are battery-powered. Moreover, results shows that the proposed framework is highly adaptable for any interfering traffic in the network.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Table 5.1 summarizes the notations that are used in this study and their definitions. Section 5.2 presents the proposed cross-layer optimization framework. Subsequently, Section 5.3 discusses the performance evaluation methodology. Finally, Section 5.4 presents and analyzes the main results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_{W_{min}} )</td>
<td>Minimum Contention Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{W_{max}} )</td>
<td>Maximum Contention Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Access Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIFS</td>
<td>Arbitration Inter Frame Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXOP</td>
<td>Transmission Opportunity Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>Number of video sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_s )</td>
<td>Rate of the encoded video sent by source ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y_s )</td>
<td>Source ( s ) physical rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{eff} )</td>
<td>the effective airtime of the medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_s )</td>
<td>Airtime fraction of source ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>Frame rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z )</td>
<td>Video frame size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_s )</td>
<td>Throughput of source ( s ) video stream as received by the application layer of the proxy station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_s )</td>
<td>source ( s ) data dropping rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{\Delta} )</td>
<td>The overall average dropping ratio, ( A_{\Delta} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_s / y_s ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{\text{thresh}} )</td>
<td>A threshold that controls the allowable dropping in the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>Lagrangian constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_s, b_s, c_s )</td>
<td>Distortion curve constants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_s )</td>
<td>Optimized TXOP limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_s )</td>
<td>Maximum load rate measured by the MAC layer at source ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_s )</td>
<td>Maximum video frame size at source ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_s )</td>
<td>Number of MAC layer data frames per maximum video frame at source ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_s )</td>
<td>Average data load per MAC layer data frame at source ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( O_s )</td>
<td>Average MAC and physical layers overhead at source ( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_s )</td>
<td>Short Interframe Space (SIFS) time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_a )</td>
<td>Time required to send an acknowledgment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Proposed Cross-Layer Optimization Framework

This study considers a system of video streaming from multiple video sources (or stations) to a central station over a single-hop IEEE 802.11 WLAN network in EDCA mode. As shown in Figure 1.2, the system has $S \geq 1$ video sources and each source $s$ streams a different encoded video at rate $R_s$. Each video source $s$ may have a different physical rate ($y_s$).

The ultimate goal of this study is to provide an optimal solution that dynamically distributes and allocates the available network bandwidth among various video sources. This solution should consider all system, video, network, and environmental aspects, which may change dynamically. Therefore, the proposed cross-layer optimization solution utilizes and dynamically controls parameters in three layers in the network stack: Application, Link, and Physical.

5.2.1 Cross-Layer Optimization Problem Formulation

As in [44], we formulate the problem as a cross-layer optimization problem of the sum of the distortion of all video streams received by the central proxy station. We follow the formulation in [44], but adapt it to include the packetization overhead of the transport and application layers. Since all video sources share the same medium, the bandwidth allocation solution should determine the fraction of airtime that each video source receives in the system. Obviously, the total airtime cannot exceed the effective airtime of the medium. Specifically, the problem is formulated as: find the optimal fraction of the airtime allocation $F^* = \{f_s^*|s = 1, 2, 3, ..., S\}$ for various video sources that minimizes the total distortion ($\sum_{s=1}^{S} Distortion_s(r_s)$), where $r_s$ is the application layer transfer rate for video source $s$, and $S$ is the number of video sources. This optimization is subject to the following constraints. (1) The total airtime of all video sources is less than the effective airtime of the medium ($A_{eff}$). (2) The application layer transfer rate of source $s$ is the product of the its airtime ($f_s$) and the physical layer transfer rate ($y_s$) for video source $s$. (3) The airtime of each source is between 0 and 1 (inclusive).
Mathematically, the problem can be stated as follows:

\[
\text{Find } F^* = \arg \min_{F} \sum_{s=1}^{S} Distortion(r_s) \quad \text{(5.1a)}
\]

\[
s.t. \quad \sum_{s=1}^{S} f_s = A_{eff} \quad \text{(5.1b)}
\]

\[
r_s = f_s \times y_s \quad \text{(5.1c)}
\]

\[
0 \leq f_s \leq 1 \quad \text{(5.1d)}
\]

\[
s = 1, 2, 3, ..., S, \quad \text{(5.1e)}
\]

where \( F^* \) is the set of optimal fractions \((f_s^*)\) of the airtime of all sources, \( r_s^* \) is the optimal application-layer rate of video source \( s \), \( y_s \) is the physical-layer rate of video source \( s \), and \( A_{eff} \) is the total effective airtime.

To solve the problem formulated in Equation (5.1), we need to characterize the distortion function and assess the effective airtime of the network.

### 5.2.2 Distortion Function Characterization

We seek to find a model of the relationship between the size of a JPEG snapshot (or alternatively the rate of an MJPEG video) and the distortion of the snapshot. We determine the size-distortion relationship based on the following image data sets: CMU/MIT [72], Georgia Tech [73], FERET [74], and SCFace [75]. We also use these image sets in our experiments to assemble the MJPEG video streams using the streamer discussed in Section 5.3 to load the network with video traffic. For fair evaluations of bandwidth allocation solutions, each video source should be able to stream the video at a bitrate that matches that of the optimization solution. The Georgia Tech image set produces a highly limited range of bitrates for the studied network. To produce a better variety, we generate another image set from the original Georgia Tech image set by changing the resolution of each image in the set to 50% of the
original resolution. The new image set have a resolution of $320 \times 240$. For each image set, we use the IJG JPEG library to compress each picture in the set with quality factors from 1 to 100, with 1 being the lowest, and then assess the distortion of each image against the original image using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) metric. Finally, we find the average size and the average distortion of all images with the same quality factor. The results are shown in Figure 5.2. These results indicate that the model formulated in [76] (identified as “Existing Model”) is not accurate. We determine that the distortion can be better characterized as follows:

$$\text{Distortion}(\text{RMSE}) = a \times Z^b + c,$$

(5.2)

where $Z$ is the image size and $a$, $b$, $c$ are constants. This model is referred to as “New Model” in Figure 6.1. For MJPEG videos, image size $Z$ can be calculated as $Z = R/\tau$, where $R$ is the video playback rate and $\tau$ is the video frame rate.

5.2.3 Effective Airtime Estimation

As finding an accurate value for the effective airtime of the medium is necessary for solving the formulated optimization problem, we propose a novel online and dynamic effective airtime estimation algorithm for wireless networks in infrastructure configuration. In contrast with existing analytical models, the algorithm uses complete information about the network and involves the cooperation of the access point and all video sources as well as various layers in each source. The algorithm does not incur additional network traffic and can be executed only when significant changes in the network (such as variations in the physical rates) happen.

As shown in Figure 5.3, the algorithm proceeds as follows. First, for each video source $s$, it finds the throughput ($t_s$) of its video stream as received by the application layer of the proxy station, when all sources stream videos, each at a rate that is equal to the maximum physical rate of the network
Figure 5.2: Size-Distortion Models

divided by the number of sources [77]. The algorithm then uses this throughput to determine the initial value of the effective airtime ($A_{eff}$) as follows: $A_{eff} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} t_s / y_s$. Our experiments indicate that this initial value significantly overestimates the effective airtime, causing the actual received video rates to not conform to the cross-layer optimization solution because of the high level of packet dropping in the network. Thus, this value has to be adjusted based on the experienced level of packet dropping.

Subsequently, during a period of time, called estimation period, each video source $s$ assesses its own data dropping rate ($d_s$) while sending its video stream, and then sends this information to the access point (AP). Meanwhile, the AP determines the overall average dropping ratio as follows: $A_\Delta = \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_s / y_s$. $A_\Delta$ is used to adjust the current value of $A_{eff}$ at the end of the current estimation period. If $A_\Delta$ is greater than some threshold $A_{thresh}$, the AP reduces $A_{eff}$ by $A_\Delta - A_{thresh}$. $A_{thresh}$ controls the allowable dropping in the network. If $A_\Delta$, however, is less than $A_{thresh}$, the AP increases $A_{eff}$ by a value $I$, which
set as half the last increment or decrement value, depending on whether the last operation is increment or
decrement, respectively. Guided by extensive experiments, we set $I$ to half the last decrement/increment
to ensure better convergence and stability. The algorithm terminates when the increments become less
than a threshold $I_{thresh}$. The estimation period and $I_{thresh}$ should be chosen based on the best tradeoff
between convergence and stability.

```
if this is the first time to run the algorithm
    $A_{eff} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} t_s/y_s$;

At the end of each estimation period
    $A_{\Delta} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_s/y_s$;
    if ($A_{\Delta} < A_{thresh}$)
        if (last operation was decrement)
            $I = 0.5 \times \text{last Decrement}$;
            $A_{eff} = A_{eff} + I$;
        else if (last operation was increment)
            $I = 0.5 \times I$;
            $A_{eff} = A_{eff} + I$;
        else //no decrements happened before
            //keep increasing $A_{eff}$ to cause the first decrement
            $A_{eff} = A_{eff} + 0.05$;
        if (last Increment < $I_{thresh}$)
            Stop the estimation algorithm;
    } else if ($A_{\Delta} \geq A_{thresh}$)
        $A_{eff} = A_{eff} - (A_{\Delta} - A_{thresh})$;
        last Decrement = $A_{\Delta} - A_{thresh}$;
```

Figure 5.3: The Algorithm for Dynamically Estimating the Effective Airtime

5.2.4 Enhanced Effective Airtime Estimation

By studying the online estimation algorithm proposed in the previous section in details, we have
found some options for further enhancements. One of these enhancements is to eliminate the initial
period that the algorithm spend to find an initial value for $A_{eff}$ to start with. We find that starting with
a moderate initial value such as 0.5 is sufficient. The other enhancement that can be done is to make
the incrementing step of the algorithm directly dependent on the desired $A_{thresh}$. By doing this, the
algorithm become more stable and converges to a more accurate effective airtime value. By employing
these enhancements, the resulting algorithm came out to be much simpler, easier to calibrate, and uses less design parameters. Figure 5.4 shows the enhanced algorithm.

The algorithm starts with initializing $A_{\text{eff}}$ with 0.5. This statement is only executed once when the system start running. Next, as in the algorithm in the previous section, during a period of time called estimation period, each video source $s$ assesses its own data dropping rate ($d_s$) while sending its video stream, and then sends this information to the access point (AP). Meanwhile, the AP determines the overall average dropping ratio as follows: $A_\Delta = \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_s / y_s$. $A_\Delta$ is then used to adjust the current value of $A_{\text{eff}}$ at the end of the current estimation period. If $A_\Delta$ came out to be zero, $A_{\text{eff}}$ is incremented by $A_{\text{thresh}}$. If $A_\Delta$ is greater than the threshold $A_{\text{thresh}}$, the AP reduces $A_{\text{eff}}$ by $C \cdot (A_\Delta - A_{\text{thresh}})$ where $C$ is a positive constant. If $A_\Delta$, however, is less than $A_{\text{thresh}}$, the AP increases $A_{\text{eff}}$ by $C \cdot (A_{\text{thresh}} - A_\Delta)$. The estimation period and the constant $C$ should be chosen based on the best tradeoff between convergence and stability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialize $A_{\text{eff}}$ with 0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At the end of each estimation period{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_\Delta = \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_s / y_s$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ($A_\Delta == 0$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{eff}} = A_{\text{eff}} + A_{\text{thresh}}$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else if ($A_\Delta &lt; A_{\text{thresh}}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{eff}} = A_{\text{eff}} + C \cdot (A_{\text{thresh}} - A_\Delta)$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else if ($A_\Delta &gt; A_{\text{thresh}}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{eff}} = A_{\text{eff}} - C \cdot (A_\Delta - A_{\text{thresh}})$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4: Enhanced Effective Airtime Estimation Algorithm

5.2.5 Cross-Layer Optimization Solution

Now that we have a distortion function and a value for the effective airtime, we can solve the problem formulated in Equation (5.1). The problem solution can be summarized as follows:

**Step 1:** We first prove that the formulated problem is a convex programming problem by determining that all constraints ((6.1b)-(6.1e)) in the problem are linear and thus convex and that the optimization
function \( \sum_{s=1}^{S} (a_s (f_s y_s / \tau_s)^{b_s} + c_s) \) is also convex. The latter is valid since the derivative of the sum term is monotonically non-decreasing and convex.

**Step 2:** Since the problem is a budget constrained convex programming problem, it can be solved using the Lagrangian relaxation technique \[78\]. Thus, we can write the following Lagrangian-relaxed formula:

\[
L(F^*, \lambda) = \sum_{s=1}^{S} (a_s (f_s y_s / \tau_s)^{b_s} + c_s) + \lambda \left( \sum_{s=1}^{S} f_s - A_{eff} \right),
\]

(5.3)

where \( 0 \leq f_s \leq 1 \), and \( s = 1, 2, 3, ..., S \). Next, the Lagrangian conditions are formulated as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial f_s} = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda} = 0.
\]

(5.4)

Assuming that all video sources have the same \( b_s \), which is empirically valid, solving these two equations yields the following solution:

\[
f_s^* = \left( \frac{-\lambda^* \tau_s}{a_s b_s y_s (y_s / \tau_s)^{(b_s-1)}} \right)^{(1/(b_s-1))},
\]

(5.5)

where

\[
\lambda^* = \left( \frac{A_{eff} \sum_{s=1}^{S} (-\tau_s / a_s b_s y_s (y_s / \tau_s)^{(b_s-1)})^{(1/(b_s-1))}}{} \right)^{(b_s-1)}.
\]

(5.6)

### 5.2.6 Enforcing the Optimization Results

With the aforementioned solution, the AP determines \( \lambda^* \) and then each video source \( s \) determines its fraction of the airtime \( f_s^* \) after receiving \( \lambda^* \) from the AP. Subsequently, each video source \( s \) should change the application data rate, which is the video encoding rate in this case, as follows: \( r_s^* = f_s^* \times y_s \). Finally, the link-layer parameters are determined based on the allocated airtime for each source. The link-layer parameters can either be the transmission opportunity duration limit (TXOP limit) or alternatively the frequency of the transmission opportunity. The control of the TXOP limit is more
preferred since it is only one parameter, whereas the transmission frequency involves three parameters (AIFS, CW_{min}, and CW_{max}), which complicates the control process design.

In [44], the TXOP limit ($x_s^*$) for source $s$ is determined as the time required to transmit the number of MAC data frames that source $s$ can transmit during one beacon interval time ($t_b$). As discussed in Section 5.4.3, our results show that choosing intervals other than the beacon interval can achieve better performance. In particular, the received video quality improves with the chosen time interval up to a certain point, and then it starts to worsen. In addition, the time interval that achieves the best results varies with the network size. Furthermore, the model in [44] does not incorporate the packetization overhead of the transport and application layers.

In our framework, we address these problems as follows. Each video source determines its TXOP limit as the time required to transmit the packets that belong to a single video frame along with all associated overhead. Because of the cross-layer approach, the MAC layer in source $s$ can know the frame rate $\tau_s$ of the video sent by the application layer in that source. The MAC layer can also determine the maximum load rate $R_s$ coming from the source's upper layers. Using this information, we can determine the maximum video frame size $L_s$ (with overhead) as $R_s/\tau_s$ and the number of MAC layer data frames per maximum video frame $N_s$ as $L_s/l_s$, where $l_s$ is the average data load per MAC layer data frame. Given that $O_s$ is the average MAC and physical layers overhead, $t_s$ is Short Interframe Space (SIFS) time, and $t_a$ is the time required to send an acknowledgment, TXOP limit can be found as follows:

$$x_s^* = \left\lfloor \frac{L_s}{y_s} \right\rfloor + \left\lfloor \frac{O_sN_s}{y_s} \right\rfloor + [(2N_s - 1)t_s] + [N_st_a],$$

where $\frac{L_s}{y_s}$ is the time required for transmitting the data of a single video frame and the overhead of the upper layers associated with that video frame, $\frac{O_sN_s}{y_s}$ is the time required for transmitting the associated MAC and physical layers overhead, $(2N_s - 1)t_s$ is the sum of the SIFS periods needed for transmitting all the packets of the video frame, and $N_st_a$ is the time required for receiving all the acknowledgment
packets of the video frame packets.

5.3 Performance Evaluation Methodology

We use the OPNET simulator to conduct various experiments. In contrast with prior studies, which deal with video streams as abstract data streams with certain bitrates, we implement a traffic source in OPNET that streams MJPEG videos as Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) packets. Moreover, we implement a realistic video streaming client at the application layer of the proxy station. This client receives and reassembles the RTP packets from various video streams, and then carries out error concealment to mitigate the impact of packet loss. The use of MJPEG enables the use of standard image data sets that are suitable for surveillance applications because the MJPEG video stream is a set of JPEG images. We use the the following image sets to assemble the video streams: CMU/MIT [72], Georgia Tech [73], and FERET [74]. The streamer at each source takes a bitrate, a frame rate, and an image set as inputs and produces a corresponding MJPEG video stream.

As shown in Figure 5.1, the implementation of the proposed framework is distributed between the video sources and the AP. Each video source send its state information (physical rate, data dropping rate, and Rate-Distortion curve characteristics) to the AP periodically using a new management packet. This packet can be called state report [44]. The AP can than calculate $\lambda^*$ using Equation 5.6 and distribute it using the beacon packet. Each video source $s$ than uses $\lambda^*$ from the received beacon packet to calculate $f_s^*$ according to Equation 5.5 that is used eventually by source $s$ to calculate its optimal application rate according to Equation 5.1c and its optimal TXOP limit time using Equation 5.7.

For comparative purposes, we implement the cross-layer algorithm proposed in [44], referred to here as Distortion Optimization (DO). Our proposed solution is referred to as Enhanced Distortion Optimization (EDO). We also compare the results with standard EDCA. In addition, we implement a variation of the standard EDCA, called Adaptive EDCA, in which the application layer in each video source adapts its video rate according to the physical rate of that source, and thus the rate is set as $y_s/S$. 
We analyze the following performance metrics.

- **Perceptual Video Quality** - It is the main metric and is measured in the overall Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). We set the PSNR of missed frames to 0.

- **Average video packet delay** - The average time needed for the access point to receive a video data packet sent by a video source. The average video packet delay is an essential metric due to the real-time playback requirement.

- **Average percentage of received complete video frames**.

- **Average percentage of received incomplete video frames**.

- **Average percentage of missed video frames**.

- **Overall network load** - It is defined as the total load sent from the application layers of all sources.

- **Overall dropping rate due to buffer overflow**.

- **Overall dropping rate due to reaching the retransmission limit**.

- **Power Consumption** - It is the average power consumption of the wireless interfaces of the video sources and is determined by using the power consumption model proposed in [79] for MJPEG video streaming.

Since the proposed cross-layer framework utilizes a dynamic and online effective airtime estimator that estimates the useful fraction of the airtime that can be used for surveillance traffic, the framework adapts the sending rates of the video sources to achieve the best performance with the existence of any other interfering/cross data traffic in the network. To show the impact of this interfering/cross traffic on the performance of the proposed framework, we conduct various experiments with 8 none-video sources that are sharing the same wireless medium of the surveillance system. These none-video sources send best effort traffic to the access point all with the same pr-specified rate. We perform experiments with three packet rates of cross traffic. Cross traffic 1 sources send packets with 0.005 seconds inter-arrival time. In cross traffic 2 sources, we set the inter-arrival time to 0.003 second while we set the inter-arrival
time to 0.001 seconds in cross traffic 3 sources.

Table 5.2 summarizes the main simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model/Value(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of video sources</td>
<td>10-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>1024 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Rate</td>
<td>Optimized, Default = Max Physical Rate / No. of Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Frame Rate</td>
<td>20 frames/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical characteristics</td>
<td>Extended Rate (802.11g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Data Rate</td>
<td>Random from {12Mb/s, 18Mb/s, 24Mb/s, 36Mb/s, 48Mb/s, 54Mb/s}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>One of five levels between [0 1] chosen randomly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer size</td>
<td>256 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video TXOP limit</td>
<td>Optimized, Default = 3008(\mu)s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video (C_{W_{min}})</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video (C_{W_{max}})</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video AIFS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Retry Limit</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Retry Limit</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Interval</td>
<td>0.02 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Report Interval</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Results Presentation and Analysis

5.4.1 Effectiveness of Using the Cross-Layer Approach in Bandwidth Allocation

Let us start by demonstrating the benefits of utilizing information from different network layers in bandwidth allocation. Figure 5.5 compares standard EDCA and adaptive EDCA in terms of PSNR. These results indicate that adapting the application rate according to the physical rate in each video source (as done in Adaptive EDCA) improves the PSNR by at least 50%!

5.4.2 Analysis of the Enhanced Effective Airtime Estimation Algorithm

Extensive analysis of the design parameters of the enhanced effective airtime estimation algorithm indicates that their values are best set as follows to enhance the performance in terms of stability and convergence: \(A_{thresh} = 0.0075\), \(C = 0.2\), and \(Estimation Period = 5\) seconds. Figure 5.6 shows the effective airtime over the whole time of running the EDO solution using FERET image sets. Results
Figure 5.5: Comparing EDCA with Adaptive EDCA [CMU/MIT Image set]

for other image sets follow the same trend and thus are not shown. The figure shows that the algorithm converges quickly in all studied network sizes.

Figure 5.6: Enhanced Effective Airtime Estimation Progress [FERET Image Set]

Figure 5.7: Calculation Period Impact on the Progress of the Enhanced Effective Airtime Estimation Algorithm [Georgia Tech Image Set at 50% Resolution, 24 Stations]

Figure 5.8: Effect of $A_{\text{thres}}$ on PSNR [EDO, CMU/MIT Image Set]

Figure 5.7 shows the impact of calculation period on the convergence and the stability of the enhanced effective airtime estimation algorithm. The figure shows the effective airtime values over the whole time of running the EDO solution using Georgia Tech at 50% resolution with three different values of calculation period: 2, 5, and 10 seconds. As expected, the estimation algorithm with 10 seconds calculation period achieves the best stability and the longest convergence time while the run with 2 seconds calculation period achieves the fastest convergence and the worst stability. In this study, we choose
5 seconds as our calculation period because it achieves very good trade-off between the convergence and the stability of the estimation algorithm.

Impact of $A_{\text{thresh}}$, which determines the allowable dropping in the network, on perceptual video quality is shown in Figure 5.8. This figure depicts the results of running the proposed EDO solution for two different network sizes: 28 and 32 stations. The results show that the quality of the received video streams improves with $A_{\text{thresh}}$ up to a point and then the quality starts to worsen. The peak happens when $A_{\text{thresh}}$ is smaller than 0.01, suggesting that that optimal perceptual video quality is achieved when the dropping is very small.

5.4.3 Analysis of Link-Layer Adaptation

As discussed in Subsection 6.2.5, study [44] determines the TXOP limit ($x^*_s$) for source $s$ as the time required to transmit the number of MAC data frames that source $s$ can transmit during one beacon interval time ($t_b$). Let us know discuss the impact of choosing time intervals other than the beacon interval. Table 5.3 shows the PSNR when running the solution proposed in [44] (DO) for different time intervals and network sizes. These results indicate that perceptual video quality improves with increasing the chosen time interval until a peak is reached, and then it starts to worsen. Furthermore, the best value of the time interval varies with the network size.

Table 5.3: Impact of the Time Interval Selected to Determine TXOP Limit on Perceptual Video Quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Interval</th>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.15</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>8.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.46</td>
<td>18.77</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>15.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.46</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>15.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.46</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>15.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.46</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>15.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4.4 Comparing Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions

Figure 5.9 compares the performance of various solutions (EDCA, DO, EDO) in terms of (a) perceptual video quality, (b) average video packet delay, (d) percentage of received complete video frames, (e) percentage of received incomplete video frames, (f) percentage of missed video frames, (g) overall network load, and (h) overall dropping rate due to buffer overflow, and (i) overall dropping rate due to reaching the retransmission limit. This figure shows the results when using the CMU/MIT image set. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the same results when using Georgia Tech. at 50% resolution and FERET image sets respectively.

Figure 5.9: Comparing Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions [CMU/MIT Image Set]
The results show that EDO significantly outperforms other studied solutions. In particular, it improves PSNR by more than 100% compared with standard EDCA and by 20% to 100% compared with DO. In addition to that, we can see clearly that EDO almost eliminates video packet delay. Moreover, EDO yields the highest percentage of completely received video frames and the lowest percentage of incomplete and missed frames. This behavior is due to the effective airtime estimation algorithm, which minimizes packet dropping and to the effective link-layer adaptation model used. Accordingly, EDO reduces significantly the following three metrics: overall network load, buffer dropping rate, and retransmission dropping rate. These results indicate that EDO consumes much less processing power by sending and dropping much less data. Finally, the results show that EDO significantly enhances the wireless interface power consumption at the video sources. It reduces the power consumption on average by 20%.

5.4.5 Impact of Interfering Traffic on the Performance of the Proposed Bandwidth Allocation Solution

In this subsection, we analyze the impact of cross traffic with different data rates on the performance of the studied bandwidth allocation solutions. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the results in terms of PSNR, Packet Delay, and Normalized Power Consumption with Georgia Tech at 50% resolution and FERET image sets respectively when using EDO solution. We show only the results in terms of these three metrics because they summarize all other performance metrics. The results show that the proposed framework is highly adaptable to cross traffic in the network. In particular, the degradation of PSNR and average packet delay is almost negligible even with the highest data rate cross traffic (cross traffic 3). Power consumption is less with cross traffic because the proposed framework adapts the video sources and make them send video streams with lower rates.

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 compare EDO, DO, and EDCA all with cross traffic 2 in terms of PSNR, Packet Delay, and Normalized Power Consumption when using Georgia Tech at 50% resolution and FERET image sets respectively. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the same results with cross traffic 3. Re-
results show that even with cross traffic, EDO outperform DO and EDCA significantly in terms of all performance metrics.

Figures 5.18 and 5.19 compare EDO with cross traffic 3, DO and EDCA without any cross traffic in terms of PSNR, Packet Delay, and Normalized Power Consumption when Georgia Tech at 50% resolution and FERET image sets are used respectively. Despite the fact that EDO was running with the highest data rate cross traffic and other solutions are running without any cross traffic, results show that EDO still outperforms DO and EDCA significantly in terms of all studied performance metrics.
5.5 Conclusions

We have proposed a cross-layer video optimization framework that manages the network bandwidth to minimize the total distortion in video streams. The proposed framework utilizes a new online network effective airtime estimation algorithm. Moreover, we have developed a new and accurate model for characterizing the video data rate and distortion relationship as well as a new model for adapting the link-layer parameters. We have evaluated our framework by streaming real video frames over an OPNET-simulated wireless network.

The main results can be summarized as follows. (1) The proposed framework enhances substan-
Figure 5.12: Impact of Cross traffic on EDO [Georgia Tech Image Set At 50% Resolution]
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Figure 5.13: Impact of Cross traffic on EDO [FERET Image Set]
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Initially the perceptual quality of received video streams. (2) The proposed effective airtime estimation algorithm is accurate and converges quickly. (3) Optimal perceptual video quality is achieved when the packet dropping is very small. (4) The transmission opportunity adaptation model works effectively. (5) The proposed framework results in much less processing power consumption and the wireless interface power consumption, compared with existing solutions. This behavior is due to sending and dropping much less data. Power consumption is a primary concern, especially when the video sources are battery-powered. (6) The proposed framework is highly adaptable to the existence of any other interfering traffic in the network.
Figure 5.14: Comparing EDCA, DO, and EDO all with cross traffic 2 [Georgia Tech Image Set At 50% Resolution]

Figure 5.15: Comparing EDCA, DO, and EDO all with cross traffic 2 [FERET Image Set]

Figure 5.16: Comparing EDCA, DO, and EDO all with cross traffic 3 [Georgia Tech Image Set At 50% Resolution]

Figure 5.17: Comparing EDCA, DO, and EDO all with cross traffic 3 [FERET Image Set]
Figure 5.18: Comparing EDCA, DO, and EDO with cross traffic 3 [Georgia Tech Image Set At 50% Resolution]

Figure 5.19: Comparing EDCA, DO, and EDO with cross traffic 3 [FERET Image Set]
In this chapter, the main idea is to formulate the bandwidth allocation problem as a cross-layer optimization problem of the sum of the weighted event detection accuracy (or alternatively the sum of the weighted detection error), subject to the constraint in the total available bandwidth. The weights can be assigned based on many factors, including the potential threat level, placement of video sources, and location importance. Therefore, the weights represent the importance levels of various video sources at the current time. With this formulation, we show that the problem can be solved using Lagrangian relaxation techniques. The solution employs rate-accuracy curves (i.e. accuracy functions of the rate or bandwidth), which are best to be generated for each video source in its designated location. The proposed solution considers three layers: Application, Link, and Physical.

The main contributions of this part of the dissertation can be summarized as follows. (1) We propose a complete accuracy-based cross-layer optimization solution. Up to our knowledge, this is the first cross-layer solution that optimizes the detection accuracy in AVS systems. (2) The proposed solution utilizes a novel Proportional Integral Differential (PID) controller algorithm for estimating the effective airtime of the wireless medium. (3) We develop an accurate model that characterizes the relationship between the video data rate and the face detection accuracy error. (4) We propose a bandwidth pruning mechanism that can be used to achieve the desired power consumption and detection accuracy tradeoff.

We evaluate the proposed solution by streaming real MJPEG video frames (and not just an abstract bit stream) and MPEG-4 video streams over a simulated network. The simulations are conducted using OPNET. Since the sent video packets may be lost, we implement an error concealment algorithm [71] at the proxy station to mitigate the impact of packet loss on video quality. The results show that the
proposed framework enhances the accuracy of face detection applied on the received video streams and yields a significant power reduction and that the new proposed effective airtime estimation algorithm is accurate and converges quickly.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the proposed accuracy-based cross-layer optimization framework. Section 6.3 discusses the performance evaluation methodology. Finally, Section 6.4 presents and analyzes the main results.

6.2 Proposed Accuracy-Based Cross-Layer Optimization Framework

In this study, we consider an automated video surveillance (AVS) system, in which multiple video sources/stations (cameras and/or sensors) stream videos to a central station over a single-hop IEEE 802.11 WLAN network in the EDCA mode. The main two challenges in the considered system can be summarized as follows. (1) The wireless network has limited available bandwidth, which should be estimated accurately and distributed efficiently among various video sources to maximize the detection accuracy of the computer vision algorithm(s) running on the proxy station. (2) Providing differential bandwidth assignment to different sources is required because various sources in the network have different characteristics, including channel conditions, power constraints, and lighting conditions. In addition, different sources may have different importance levels. As shown in Figure 1.2, the system has $S \geq 1$ video sources and each source $s$ streams a different encoded video at rate $R_s$. Each video source $s$ may have a different physical rate ($y_s$) and importance level or weight ($w_s$). The weight represents the importance level of a video source at the current time and depends on many factors, including the potential threat level, placement of video sources, and location importance. In this study, we assume that the weights are already predetermined.

The ultimate objective of this study is to provide an optimal solution that dynamically distributes and allocates the available network bandwidth among various video sources. This solution should consider all system, video, network, and environmental aspects, which may change dynamically. Therefore, the
proposed cross-layer optimization solution utilizes and dynamically controls parameters in three layers in the network stack: Application, Link, and Physical.

6.2.1 Optimization Problem Formulation

We formulate the problem as a cross-layer optimization problem of the summation of the weighted detection accuracy error of the computer vision algorithm running at the central proxy station. As in Chapter 5 and [44], since all video sources share the same medium, the bandwidth allocation solution should determine the fraction of airtime that each video source receives in the system. Obviously, the total airtime cannot exceed the effective airtime of the medium. Specifically, the problem is formulated as: find the optimal fraction of the airtime allocation \( F^* = \{f_s^*|s = 1, 2, 3, ..., S\} \) for various video sources that minimizes the summation of the weighted detection accuracy error. 

\[
\sum_{s=1}^{S} w_s \cdot accuracyError_s(r_s),
\]

where \( w_s \) is the importance factor of video source \( s \), \( r_s \) is the application layer transfer rate for video source \( s \), and \( S \) is the number of video sources. This optimization is subject to the following constraints. (1) The total airtime of all video sources is less than the effective airtime of the medium (\( A_{eff} \)). (2) The application layer transfer rate of source \( s \) is the product of the its airtime \( (f_s) \) and the physical layer transfer rate \( (y_s) \) for video source \( s \). (3) The airtime of each source is between 0 and 1 (inclusive).

Mathematically, the problem can be stated as follows:

\[
\text{Find } F^* = \arg \min_F \sum_{s=1}^{S} w_s \cdot accuracyError_s(r_s)
\]

\[
s.t. \quad \sum_{s=1}^{S} f_s = A_{eff}
\]

\[
r_s = f_s \times y_s
\]

\[
0 \leq f_s \leq 1
\]

\[
s = 1, 2, 3, ..., S,
\]
where $F^*$ is the set of optimal fractions ($f_s^*$) of the airtime of all sources, $r_s^*$ is the optimal application-layer rate of video source $s$, $y_s$ is the physical-layer rate of video source $s$, and $A_{eff}$ is the total effective airtime.

To solve the problem formulated in Equation (6.1), we need to characterize the accuracy error function and assess the effective airtime of the network.

6.2.2 Rate-Accuracy Characterization

We seek to find a model of the relationship between the playback rate of a video and the accuracy error of a computer vision algorithm applied to the video. To keep the study focused, we analyze only the face detection algorithm. Experimenting with other computer vision algorithms is left for another study. We use the Viola-Jones algorithm for face detection as implemented in OpenCV. In this study, we characterize the rate-accuracy relationship of two video compression standards: MJPEG and MPEG-4.

MJPEG Rate-Accuracy Characterization

We determine the MJPEG size-accuracy error relationship based on the following image datasets: CMU/MIT [72], Georgia Tech [73], and SCFace [75]. We use these image sets in our experiments to assemble the MJPEG video streams using the streamer discussed in Section 6.3 to load the network with video traffic. For fair evaluations of bandwidth allocation solutions, each video source should be able to stream the video at a bitrate that matches that of the optimization solution. The Georgia Tech image set produces a highly limited range of bitrates for the studied network. To produce a better variety, we generate two image sets from the original Georgia Tech image set by changing the resolution of each image in the set to 30% and 50% of the original resolution, respectively. The new image sets have resolutions of $192 \times 144$ and $320 \times 240$, respectively. Using these sets, the video sources can achieve the rates produced by the optimization more accurately. In SCFace, the images are taken by three cameras at three different distances from the subjects. Effectively, the cameras capture different resolutions of
the subjects. We refer to these image sets in decreasing order of the distance as \textit{SCFace at Distance 1}, \textit{SCFace at Distance 2}, and \textit{SCFace at Distance 3}.

For each image set, we use the IJG JPEG library to compress each picture in the set with quality factors from 1 to 100, with 1 being the lowest, and then apply the computer vision algorithm on each image to calculate the accuracy using a predefined ground truth about the location of the faces in the image. We use two metrics for the detection accuracy: \textit{positive index} and \textit{negative index}. The positive index is determined as \( \frac{x}{y} \), assuming the image contains \( y \) faces and the algorithm detects \( x \) faces correctly. In contrast, the negative index is determined as \( \frac{z}{y} \), where \( z \) faces are detected but do not exist in the image. We can then find the average size, the average positive index, and the average negative index of all images with the same quality factor and then the accuracy error can be calculated as the sum of the total error: \( \text{accuracyError} = (1 - \text{positive Index}) + \text{negative Index} \). The results are shown in Figure 6.1. By curve fitting the results, we determine that the accuracy error can be characterized as follows:

\[
\text{accuracyError} = a \times Z^b + c, 
\]

where \( Z \) is the image size and \( a, b, \) and \( c \) are constants. This model is referred to as “Model” in Figure 6.1. For MJPEG videos, image size \( Z \) can be calculated as \( Z = \frac{R}{\tau} \), where \( R \) is the video playback rate and \( \tau \) is the video frame rate.

\textit{MPEG-4 Rate-Accuracy Characterization}

We use the \textit{YUV Video Sequences} from [80] to characterize the MPEG-4 Rate-Accuracy relationship. In particular, we use the video sequences Akiyo, Carphone, Claire, Foreman, Grandma, Miss America, Mother and Daughter, News, Salesman, Silent, and Suzie for QCIF resolution characterization and we use Foreman, Mother and Daughter, News, and Silent video sequences for CIF resolution characterization. We started by generating a ground truth for the position of the faces in each frame.
of each video sequence. After that, we use FFmpeg library and the option -qscale to compress each video with quality scales from 2 to 31, with 2 being the highest quality, and then apply the computer vision algorithm on each video frame to calculate the accuracy using the ground truth that we generated initially. We use two metrics for the detection accuracy: positive index and negative index. The positive index is determined as $x/y$, assuming the video contains $y$ faces and the algorithm detects $x$ faces correctly. In contrast, the negative index is determined as $z/y$, where $z$ faces are detected but do not exist in the video. We can then find the average frame size per video sequence and then we can find the average frame size, the average positive index, and the average negative index of all videos with the same quality factor and resolution and then the accuracy error can be calculated as the sum of the total error: $\text{accuracyError} = (1 - \text{positiveIndex}) + \text{negativeIndex}$.

For comparative purposes, we also perform rate-distortion characterization on the MPEG-4 sequences. We followed the same approach as with rate-accuracy characterization. We assess the distortion of each video frame against the uncompressed video frame using the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) metric. The video distortion can then be calculated as the average frame distortion of all the frames in the video.

The results are shown in Figure 6.2. By curve fitting the results, we determine that the MPEG-4 accuracy error and distortion can be characterized using the following model:

$$Model = a \times Z^b + c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

where $Z$ is the average video frame size and $a,b,$ and $c$ are constants. For any MPEG-4 videos, average frame size $Z$ can be calculated as $Z = R/\tau$, where $R$ is the video playback rate and $\tau$ is the video frame rate. This model is referred to as “Model” in Figure 6.2.
6.2.3 Effective Airtime Estimation

As finding an accurate value for the effective airtime of the medium is necessary for solving the formulated optimization problem, we propose a new online and dynamic effective airtime estimation algorithm for wireless networks in infrastructure configuration. In contrast with existing analytical models, the online approach uses complete information about the network and involves the cooperation of the access point and all video sources as well as various layers in each source. To yield an accurate estimation, the proposed approach computes the effective airtime when the packet loss in the network is below a specified threshold.

The proposed algorithm is based on the approach that we proposed in Chapter 5 but uses a Proportional Integral Differential (PID) controller for adjusting the currently estimated value of the effective airtime in order to achieve a faster, more stable, and more accurate estimation. As depicted in Figure 6.3, the PID controller adjusts the current effective airtime value based on the history and the rate of change of the error. The error depends on the dropping rate in the network. The PID controller has three components: proportional, integral, and differential. These components are weighted by constants $K_p$, $K_i$, and $K_d$, respectively. The proportional component changes the effective airtime based on the immediate value of the error. The integral component considers the past values of the error, whereas the differential component anticipates the future, and thus they help reduce the steady state error and the overshoot, respectively.

As shown in Figure 6.4, the new estimation algorithm proceeds as follows. First, for each video source $s$, it finds the throughput ($t_s$) of its video stream as received by the application layer of the proxy station, when all sources stream videos, each at a rate that is equal to the maximum physical rate of the network divided by the number of sources [77]. The algorithm then uses these throughput values to determine the initial value of the effective airtime ($A_{eff}$) as follows: $A_{eff} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} t_s / y_s$. Our experiments indicate that this initial value significantly overestimates the effective airtime, causing the
actual received video rates to not conform to the cross-layer optimization solution because of the high level of packet dropping in the network. Thus, this value has to be adjusted based on the experienced level of packet dropping. Subsequently, during a period of time, called estimation period, each video source \( s \) assesses its own data dropping rate \( d_s \) while sending its video stream, and then sends this information to the access point (AP). Meanwhile, the AP determines the overall average dropping ratio as follows: \( A_\Delta = \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_s / y_s \). The PID error is then calculated as \( A_{\text{thresh}} - A_\Delta \) and \( A_{\text{eff}} \) is adjusted by the PID controller to eliminate the error as illustrated in Figure 6.3.

We use the following well-established procedure in control theory to tune the three PID parameters.

1. Set \( K_I \) and \( K_D \) to zeros and increase \( K_P \) until the output oscillates, and then set \( K_P \) to half of that value.
2. Increase \( K_I \) until any offset is corrected in adequate time.
3. Increase \( K_D \) until the reference can be reached quickly after load disturbance.

### 6.2.4 Optimization Solution

Now that we have an accuracy error function (which is the same for both MJPEG and MPEG-4) and a value for the effective airtime, we can solve the problem formulated in Equation (6.1). The problem solution can be summarized as follows:

**Step 1:** We first prove that the formulated problem is a convex programming problem by determining that all constraints ((6.1b)-(6.1e)) in the problem are linear and thus convex and that the optimization function \( \sum_{s=1}^{S} (w_s (a_s (f_s y_s / \tau)^{b_s} + c_s)) \) is also convex. The latter is valid since the derivative of the sum term is monotonically non-decreasing and convex.

**Step 2:** Since the problem is a budget constrained convex programming problem, it can be solved using the Lagrangian relaxation technique [78]. Thus, we can write the following Lagrangian-relaxed formula:

\[
L(F^*, \lambda) = \sum_{s=1}^{S} (w_s (a_s (f_s y_s / \tau)^{b_s} + c_s)) + \lambda (\sum_{s=1}^{S} f_s - A_{\text{eff}}),
\] (6.4)
where $0 \leq f_s \leq 1$, and $s = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, S$. Next, the Lagrangian conditions are formulated as follows:

$$\frac{\partial L}{\partial f_s} = 0 \text{ and } \frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda} = 0. \quad (6.5)$$

Assuming that all video sources have the same $b_s$, which is empirically valid, solving these two equations yields the following solution:

$$f_s^* = \left( \frac{-\lambda^* \tau_s}{w_s a_s b_s y_s \left( y_s / \tau_s \right)^{(b_s - 1)}} \right)^{(1/(b_s - 1))}, \quad (6.6)$$

where

$$\lambda^* = \left( \frac{A_{eff}}{\sum_{s=1}^{S} \left( \frac{-\tau_s}{w_s a_s b_s y_s \left( y_s / \tau_s \right)^{(b_s - 1)}} \right)^{(1/(b_s - 1))}} \right)^{(b_s - 1)}. \quad (6.7)$$

### 6.2.5 The Allocation Algorithm

With the aforementioned solution, the access point (AP) determines $\lambda^*$ and sends it to all video sources in the network using the beacon packet. When a video source $s$ receives $\lambda^*$, it determines its fraction of the airtime $f_s^*$ and it changes the application data rate, which is the video encoding rate in this case, according to the equation: $r_s^* = f_s^* \times y_s$. Finally, the link-layer parameters are determined based on the allocated airtime for each source. The link-layer parameters can either be the transmission opportunity duration limit (TXOP limit) or alternatively the frequency of the transmission opportunity. The control of the TXOP limit is more preferred since it is only one parameter, whereas the transmission frequency involves three parameters ($\text{AIFS}$, $CW_{\text{min}}$, and $CW_{\text{max}}$), which complicates the control process design. We used the model proposed in Chapter 5 to determine the TXOP limit.
6.2.6 Proposed Bandwidth Pruning Mechanism

As discussed earlier, with the optimization solution, each video source can determine its sending application rate. The results in Figure 6.1 suggest that the detection accuracy increases only slightly with the video rate (application rate) after a certain point. (That point varies based on the system, network, and environmental conditions.) Therefore, we propose a bandwidth pruning mechanism to achieve any desired tradeoff between the detection accuracy and power consumption. With this mechanism, each video source adjusts (reduces) its application rate if the anticipated loss in the detection accuracy is below a certain threshold. The threshold can be simply a fixed percentage or a function of the remaining battery energy in the video source and its importance. The pruning mechanism is of significant importance, especially when the sources are battery operated.

In this study, we experiment with 4 levels of bandwidth pruning: 95%, 90%, 80%, and 70%. Each level specifies the percentage of the original accuracy that will be achieved after the pruning mechanism is applied. Level 95%, for example, means that the achieved detection accuracy for each video source after pruning will be 95% of that produced by the optimization solution. In other words, a 5% reduction in the accuracy will be experienced by each source. Obviously, with higher reductions in the bandwidth, greater savings in power consumption will be achieved.

6.3 Performance Evaluation Methodology

We use OPNET to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed optimization solution, including the effective airtime estimation algorithm and the bandwidth pruning mechanism.

We use two types of video traffic in our evaluation: MJPEG and MPEG-4. For MJPEG, we use the video streamer described in Section 5.3. In the case of MPEG-4, we implemented a video streamer that takes a video playback rate and a frame rate and produces raw video packets to simulate a video stream. We experimented with QCIF as well as CIF video resolutions.
We also used similar experiment setups as in Section 5.3 and Table 6.1 summarizes the main simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model/Value(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of video sources</td>
<td>4-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>1024 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Rate</td>
<td>Optimized, Default = Max Physical Rate / No. of Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Frame Rate</td>
<td>20 frames/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical characteristics</td>
<td>Extended Rate (802.11g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Data Rate</td>
<td>Random from {12Mb/s, 18Mb/s, 24Mb/s, 36Mb/s, 48Mb/s, 54Mb/s}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>One of five levels between [0 1] chosen randomly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer size</td>
<td>256 Kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video TXOP limit</td>
<td>Optimized, Default = 3008µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video CW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video CW&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video AIFS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Retry Limit</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Retry Limit</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Interval</td>
<td>0.02 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Report Interval</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare the proposed accuracy-based optimization solution, referred to in the results as Weighted Accuracy Optimization (WAO), with the following two solutions.

- The cross-layer solution in Chapter 5, called Enhanced Distortion Optimization (EDO).
- A new version of EDO that uses weights for various video sources, which is referred to here as Weighted Distortion Optimization (WDO).

We analyze the following performance metrics.

- **Weighted Accuracy** - It is the sum of the weighted detection accuracy of each video source. The accuracy for each source is found as the average accuracy of the received frames sent by that source. The accuracy of a dropped video frame is assumed to be 0.

- **Overall Network Load** - It is defined as the total load sent by the application layers of all video sources.

- **Power Consumption** - It is the average power consumption of the wireless interfaces of the video
sources and is determined by using the power consumption model in [79].

6.4 Result Presentation and Analysis

Using the aforementioned manual tuning method and extensive experimentation, we observe that the best values for the PID parameters depend on the workload and the desired value of $A_{\text{thresh}}$. Table 6.2 summarizes these results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>$A_{\text{thresh}}$</th>
<th>$K_P$</th>
<th>$K_I$</th>
<th>$K_D$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Tech at 50% Resolution</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Tech at 50% Resolution</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU/MIT</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 QCIF Resolution</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 CIF Resolution</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.1 Effectiveness of the Proposed Effective Airtime Estimation

Let us start by showing the effectiveness of the proposed effective airtime estimation algorithm utilizing the PID controller in terms of convergence time and stability. Figure 6.5 shows the output effective airtime values over time for Georgia Tech at 30% and 50% of the original resolution. The results demonstrate that the PID estimator is fast to converge to a stable state and has very small overshooting and undershooting.

Figure 6.6 shows the average effective airtime versus the number of video sources for the three bandwidth allocation solutions. These results show that the effective airtime increases with the network size up to a point and then starts to decrease. The peak happens when the proper balance between node contention and network utilization is reached. The peak point in the figure is when the network size is 16, but this value varies with the total sending rate of the sources. In particular, the peak should happen at a smaller network size if the sources are more demanding for bandwidth and at a larger network size if the sources are less demanding. Note that the three solution yield close airtimes, especially for larger
Let us now discuss the impact of $A_{\text{thresh}}$, which determines the allowable packet dropping in the network, on the weighted accuracy metric and power consumption. Figure 6.7 shows the results of running the proposed WAO solution for two different network sizes. The results demonstrate that the weighted accuracy metric improves with $A_{\text{thresh}}$ up to a point and then starts to worsen. The peak happens when $A_{\text{thresh}}$ is smaller than 0.01, suggesting that that optimal accuracy is achieved when the dropping is very small. As expected, the power consumption increases with $A_{\text{thresh}}$ because the sending rate increases with $A_{\text{thresh}}$. Therefore, $A_{\text{thresh}}$ should be selected based on the proper tradeoff between accuracy and power consumption. According to the figure, the value that causes the peak in accuracy could be chosen.

6.4.2 Effectiveness of the Proposed Bandwidth Allocation Solution

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 compare the performance of various solutions (EDO, WAO, WDO) for $A_{\text{thresh}}$ values of 0.001 and 0.005, respectively, when using Georgia Tech dataset at 30% resolution. Figure 6.10 shows the same results when $A_{\text{thresh}}$ is equal to 0.005 and for Georgia Tech at 50% resolution. Furthermore, Figure 6.11 shows the results for CMU/MIT dataset and $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.005$. Moreover, Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the same results for MPEG-4 QCIF and CIF resolutions respectively when $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.005$.

These results show that the proposed accuracy-based optimization solution (WAO) outperforms other solutions in all metrics. In particular, it improves both the weighted accuracy and power consumption by up to 10%. The improvement in power consumption is due to reducing the application rates (network loads) of various video sources. In addition, the results indicate that incorporating weights for various video sources with the distortion-based optimization has no noticeable improvement. On the contrary, it may worsen the weighted accuracy in some cases. By carefully analyzing these results, we noticed that applying these weights in WDO forces the video sources with low importance factors to send the video
streams at extremely low bitrates, and in some cases, it prevents these sources from sending any video, leading to an unacceptable levels of accuracy for these sources.

6.4.3 Effectiveness of the Proposed Bandwidth Pruning Mechanism

Figures 6.14-6.16 show the effectiveness of the bandwidth pruning mechanism in terms of weighted accuracy, overall network load, and power consumption for various image datasets and values of $A_{thresh}$. Furthermore, Figure 6.17 shows the same results for MPEG-4 CIF resolution when $A_{thresh} = 0.005$. Not all combinations are shown since the shown results are representative of the overall behavior. The results demonstrate that the effectiveness of pruning when the WAO solution is used. Four levels of pruning are analyzed: 95%, 90%, 80%, and 70%, with each level specifying the percentage of the original accuracy that will be achieved after the pruning mechanism is applied. The result shows that the pruning mechanism significantly reduces the overall network load and power consumption with much less reduction in the weighted detection accuracy. For example, with 95% pruning, we can save up to 45% in power consumption by sacrificing only 5% in the accuracy.

Finally, let us discuss the effectiveness of the proposed WAO solution with the pruning mechanism, compared with the other two solutions (EDO and WDO). Figures 6.18 and 6.19 compare EDO, WDO, and WAO to WAO with 95% pruning in terms of weighted accuracy, overall network load, and power consumption for $A_{thresh}$ of 0.005 and two different datasets. (The results for other datasets and values of $A_{thresh}$ exhibit similar behavior.) The results demonstrate that while the WAO solution with 95% pruning achieves almost the same values of weighted accuracy as EDO and WDO, it yields up to 45% saving in power consumption and network load.

6.5 Conclusions

We have proposed an accuracy-based cross-layer video optimization framework for automated video surveillance systems that manages the network bandwidth to minimize the sum of the weighted detec-
tion accuracy in video streams. The proposed framework utilizes an enhanced effective airtime estimation algorithm utilizing a Proportional Integral Differential (PID) controller. Moreover, we have proposed a bandwidth pruning mechanism to achieve any desired tradeoff between detection accuracy and power consumption. Furthermore, we have developed an accurate model for characterizing the rate-accuracy relationship. We have evaluated our framework by streaming real video frames over an OPNET-simulated wireless network.

The main results can be summarized as follows. (1) The proposed framework significantly enhances both the detection accuracy and power consumption, compared to the distortion-based optimization. The reduction in power consumption is due to sending and dropping much less data. (2) The proposed PID-based effective airtime estimation algorithm is accurate, converges quickly, and more stable than the one proposed in Chapter 5. (3) With a 95% pruning level, the proposed bandwidth allocation solution achieves almost the same accuracy as the distortion-based optimization but reduces power consumption by up to 45%.
Figure 6.1: MJPEG Rate-Accuracy Characterization
Figure 6.2: MPEG-4 Rate-Accuracy and Rate-Distortion Characterization

Figure 6.3: Simplified PID Controller for Effective Airtime Estimation
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**while** initialization period is not expired

- Force each source to send in a rate equals to the maximum physical rate divided by the number of sources;
- Update $t_i$ value for each source.

$$A_{eff} = \sum_{s=1}^{S} t_i / y_i;$$

At the end of each estimation period{\n
$$A_\Delta = \sum_{s=1}^{S} d_i / y_i;$$

BeforeLastError = LastError;

LastError = error;

error = $A_{thresh} - A_\Delta$;

$$A_{eff} = A_{eff} + K_P \times error - K_I \times LastError + K_D \times BeforeLastError;$$

}

Figure 6.4: Simplified PID Algorithm for Dynamically Estimating the Effective Airtime
Figure 6.5: Effectiveness of Proposed PID-Based Estimation

(a) Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$
(b) Georgia Tech at 50% Resolution, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$

Figure 6.6: Comparing Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions in Effective Airtime
[Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$]

Figure 6.7: Impact of $A_{thresh}$ with Proposed Weighted Accuracy Optimization [Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution]
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Figure 6.8: Comparing the Effectiveness of Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions [Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution, $A_{thresh} = 0.001$]
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Figure 6.9: Comparing the Effectiveness of Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions [Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution, $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.005$]

Figure 6.10: Comparing the Effectiveness of Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions [Georgia Tech at 50% Resolution $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.001$]

Figure 6.11: Comparing the Effectiveness of Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions [CMU/MIT, $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.005$]
Figure 6.12: Comparing the Effectiveness of Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions [MPEG-4 QCIF Resolution, $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.005$]

Figure 6.13: Comparing the Effectiveness of Various Bandwidth Allocation Solutions [MPEG-4 CIF Resolution, $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.005$]

Figure 6.14: Effectiveness of Bandwidth Pruning Mechanism [WAO Solution, Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution, $A_{\text{thresh}} = 0.005$]
Figure 6.15: Effectiveness of Bandwidth Pruning Mechanism [WAO Solution, Georgia Tech at 50% Resolution, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$]

Figure 6.16: Effectiveness of Bandwidth Pruning Mechanism [WAO Solution, CMU/MIT, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$]

Figure 6.17: Effectiveness of Bandwidth Pruning Mechanism [WAO Solution, MPEG-4 CIF Resolution, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$]
Figure 6.18: Effectiveness of the Proposed WAO Solution with the Pruning Mechanism [Georgia Tech at 30% Resolution, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$]

Figure 6.19: Effectiveness of the Proposed WAO Solution with the Pruning Mechanism [CMU/MIT, $A_{thresh} = 0.005$]
CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Summary

7.1.1 Waiting-time Predictability

We have analyzed the waiting-time predictability in scalable video streaming and have presented two prediction schemes: Assign Expected Stream Completion Time (AEC) and Hybrid Prediction. AEC utilizes detailed information about the server state and considers the applied scheduling policy to predict the future scheduling decisions over a certain period, called prediction window. This window introduces a tradeoff between the prediction accuracy and the number of users receiving expected waiting times. The hybrid scheme uses AEC and then assigns the average video waiting time for those requests that did not obtain a predicted time by AEC.

We have analyzed the effectiveness of the two prediction schemes when applied with various stream merging techniques and scheduling policies. We have also compared the effectiveness of the waiting-time prediction approach with the approach that provides time-of-service guarantees. The latter is represented by an extended policy, called Generalized Next Schedule Time First (GNSTF). In addition, we have studied the impacts of prediction window, server capacity, user’s waiting tolerance, arrival rate, skew in video access, video length, and number of videos.

The main results can be summarized as follows.

- The waiting time can be predicted accurately, especially with AEC and when MCF-P is used. MCF-P is not only highly predictable (in terms of user waiting time) but also achieves the best performance in server throughput and average waiting time.

- In contrast with AEC, the hybrid prediction scheme provides expected times to each user but achieves lower accuracy and a longer confidence interval.
Combining AEC or the hybrid scheme with MCF-P leads to outstanding performance benefits, compared with GNSTF.

This combination, called Predictive MCF-P, can be applied with hierarchical stream merging techniques (such as ERMT) to improve performance further, whereas GNSTF cannot.

7.1.2 Scheduling

We have analyzed in detail cost-based scheduling for on-demand video streaming and proposed new strategies: Predictive Cost-Based Scheduling (PCS) and Adaptive Regular Stream Triggering (ART).

The main results can be summarized as follows.

1. There is no clear advantage of computing the cost over a future time window, compared with computing the cost only at the next scheduling time.
2. The proposed PCS scheduling policy outperforms the best existing policy (MCF-P) in terms of customer defection probability and average waiting time. The waiting times can also be predicted more accurately with PCS. The two variations of PCS (PCS-V and PCS-L) perform nearly the same and thus the simpler variant (PCS-V) is preferred because of its lower implementation complexity.
3. By enhancing stream merging behavior, the proposed ART technique substantially improves both the customer defection probability and the average waiting time.
4. The best overall performer is “MCF-P combined with ART”, followed by PCS. With ART, significantly more clients can receive expected waiting times for service than PCS, but at a somewhat lower waiting time accuracy.

7.1.3 Distortion-based Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation

We have proposed a cross-layer video optimization framework that manages the network bandwidth to minimize the total distortion in video streams. The proposed framework utilizes a new online network effective airtime estimation algorithm. Moreover, we have developed a new and accurate model for
characterizing the video data rate and distortion relationship as well as a new model for adapting the link-layer parameters. We have evaluated our framework by streaming real video frames over an OPNET-simulated wireless network.

The main results can be summarized as follows.

- The proposed framework enhances substantially the perceptual quality of received video streams.
- The proposed effective airtime estimation algorithm is accurate and converges quickly.
- Optimal perceptual video quality is achieved when the packet dropping is very small.
- The transmission opportunity adaptation model works effectively.
- The proposed framework results in much less power consumption, compared with existing solutions. This behavior is due to sending and dropping much less data. Power consumption is a primary concern, especially when the video sources are battery-powered.
- The proposed framework is highly adaptable to any interfering traffic in the network.

### 7.1.4 Accuracy-based Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation

We have proposed an accuracy-based cross-layer video optimization framework for automated video surveillance systems that manages the network bandwidth to minimize the sum of the weighted detection accuracy in video streams. The proposed framework utilizes an enhanced effective airtime estimation algorithm utilizing a Proportional Integral Differential (PID) controller. Moreover, we have proposed a bandwidth pruning mechanism to achieve any desired tradeoff between detection accuracy and power consumption. Furthermore, we have developed an accurate model for characterizing the rate-accuracy relationship. We have evaluated our framework by streaming real video frames over an OPNET-simulated wireless network.

The main results can be summarized as follows.

- The proposed framework significantly enhances both the detection accuracy and power consump-
tion, compared to the distortion-based optimization. The reduction in power consumption is due to sending and dropping much less data.

- The PID-based effective airtime estimation algorithm is accurate and more stable than the one proposed in Chapter 5.
- With pruning, the proposed bandwidth allocation solution achieves almost the same accuracy as the distortion-based optimization but reduces power consumption significantly.

7.2 Future Work

In future work, we plan to study the cross-layer framework with more computer vision algorithms, such as face recognition and object tracking. We also plan to study the framework with different video adaptation techniques, including resolution-based adaptation. Furthermore, we plan to perform study with different networks, such as WiMAX.
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Video streaming has recently grown dramatically in popularity over the Internet, Cable TV, and wireless networks. Because of the resource demanding nature of video streaming applications, maximizing resource utilization in any video streaming system is a key factor to increase the scalability and decrease the cost of the system. Resources to utilize include server bandwidth, network bandwidth, battery life in battery operated devices, and processing time in limited processing power devices. In this work, we propose new techniques to maximize the utilization of video-on-demand (VOD) server resources. In addition to that, we propose new framework to maximize the utilization of the network bandwidth in wireless video streaming systems.

Providing video streaming users in a VOD system with expected waiting times enhances their perceived quality-of-service (QoS) and encourages them to wait thereby increasing server utilization by increasing server throughput. In this work, we analyze waiting-time predictability in scalable video streaming. We also propose two prediction schemes and study their effectiveness when applied with various stream merging techniques and scheduling policies. The results demonstrate that the waiting time can be predicted accurately, especially when enhanced cost-based scheduling is applied. The combination of waiting-time prediction and cost-based scheduling leads to outstanding performance benefits. The achieved resource sharing by stream merging depends greatly on how the waiting requests are scheduled for service. Motivated by the development of cost-based scheduling, we investigate its effec-
tiveness in great detail and discuss opportunities for further tunings and enhancements. Additionally, we analyze the effectiveness of incorporating video prediction results into the scheduling decisions. We also study the interaction between scheduling policies and the stream merging techniques and explore new ways for enhancements.

The interest in video surveillance systems has grown dramatically during the last decade. Automated video surveillance (AVS) serves as an efficient approach for the realtime detection of threats and for monitoring their progress. Wireless networks in AVS systems have limited available bandwidth that have to be estimated accurately and distributed efficiently. In this research, we develop two cross-layer optimization frameworks that maximize the bandwidth optimization of 802.11 wireless network. We develop a distortion-based cross-layer optimization framework that manages bandwidth in the wireless network in such a way that minimizes the overall distortion. We also develop an accuracy-based cross-layer optimization framework in which the overall detection accuracy of the computer vision algorithm(s) running in the system is maximized. Both proposed frameworks manage the application rates and transmission opportunities of various video sources based on the dynamic network conditions to achieve their goals. Each framework utilizes a novel online approach for estimating the effective airtime of the network. Moreover, we propose a bandwidth pruning mechanism that can be used with the accuracy-based framework to achieve any desired tradeoff between detection accuracy and power consumption. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed frameworks, including the effective airtime estimation algorithms and the bandwidth pruning mechanism, through extensive experiments using OPNET.
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